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PREFACE

Of all the tales and Bketches woich go to make ap
the present work, some have been actual ex-

I

periences of the writer, more of other members of

the Royal Flying Corps, whilst one or two are

purely imaginative, but none the less possible.

In cases where the writer may seem to be in-

I

accurate or out of date, he begs to remind his

I

readers that the sketches were written in the

I

autumn of 1916 in most instances, and portray

events as they happened to him and his contem-
poraries in the B.F.C., mostly in 1915 and the

beginning of 1916. After that date the writer

ceased to fly himself, owing to a period of eight

months in hospital, and became a ''Wing Ad-
jutant." The details of the R.F.C. in tho ';?la8t

were obtained whilst he was actually there duiing
the greater part of 1917.

W. T. B.
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THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
IN THE WAR

OHAPTEB I

THB CALL OF THB AIB

"When one has spent weary hours in England,
shouting oneself hoarse in efforts to instruct dull-

witted recruits to know their right hands from
their left, more smeary hours trapesing through
muddy English fields and lanes, and yet more hours

^S&^S trenches in all sorts of conditions from
hot and dry to wet with the rain freezing stiff as it

fell, one has the right to expect better than this."

So thought Lieut. B as he lay in his bed in
Blighty—only it wasn't called Blighty then. That
was a term to come later on in the war; at that
early date, late in 1914, the now familiar word was
more or less unknown, and public controversy, in-

stead, raged strongly around the derivation of the
words ''gone West," some declaring them to be
taken from a popular song, others babbling of

mythological folk-lore and the Islands of the Hes-
perides.

All this scarcely concerned Lieut. B , for he
was not '' gone West." Nor was there the smallest
chance of his going to that delectable region, for he
was merely confined to bed with the alightait



The Royal Flying Corps in theWar
possible of wounds, and the prospect of a speedy

return to France and all the drudgery of infantry

work and trench warfare. Too speedy; for as he

had been thinking, he expected better than this. In
other words, after a short but horrible nightmare
period of infantry work, of which a confused

jumble of noise, stench, water, grey uniforms and
mud—chiefly mud—were his chief memories, he

wished for a change, and set about thinking what
could be done to obtain it.

The only possible thing to do was to transfer to

some entirely different unit—some unit, if possible,

where such things as mud ceased to trouble, and yet

where one would not be altogether " out of it."

The Gunners were asking for more officers, but

artillery work did not appeal to him; the A.S.C.

was quite out of the question, e^en if they'd have

had him, which he doubted; Cavalry work is too

much as Infantry these days. What was to be

done? And then as he lay there it dawned upon
him. Why not try the B.F.C.?

Why not indeed? He had some flying experi-

ence and certain qualifications, and the work
seemed good. Often he had watched the white

ships go sailing over, tiny specks in the Blue, miles

over his head, their serenity seemingly unruffled

by the angry little puffs of smoke bursting around
them. The pilots were out of the sickening stench

of the trenches, and had the chance of individ-ial

shows against the enemy. True, the danger was
great—not only was there the Hun to contend with,

but all the forces of Nature to reckon against

—

but the game seemed good. He had no one at home
to worry about, and there wa« the prospect of un-

limited adventure ten thousand feet in the air, and



The Gall of the Air

chances of rapid promotion. Already he could feel

the tug of the control lever, and hear the roar of

the engine.

That very day his application for a transfer

to the B.F.C. went in, and he began to await

events.

Time went by and he rejoined his depdt. Once

apair came the dull task of training those hopeless

recruits who eventually make the best finished

article in the world. Once more ie tramped

through muddy lanes, once more he swore, chilled

to the bone, as the men dug trenches—it was early

in 1915—and still he heard nothing from the War
Office.

Impatience caused the request to the Adjutant

to send in a reminder, but that officer advised

patience, and next day came the awaited letter.

Its contents were brief, and the lieutenant was

little further forward with his transfer. Still, he

had to attend at the War Office at his convenience,

and there be interviewed as to his fitness for the

Corps. Needless to say, it was not many days

before he presented himself at the offices of the

D.A.O.—how familiar those letters afterwards

became— (for the uninitiated I may translate theia

as Directorate of Air Organisation), and with many
fears filled in his slip, and was escorted by a small

boy scout to a seat at the end of a row of others-

civilians and soldiers alike—all awaiting their turn

with the same object as himself. After what

seemed many seons (it was only an hour and a half

really), during which newcomers were constantly

being added to the list, his name was called, and

he entered the presence of the one whom he had to

satisfy as to his fitness to become a member of the

1
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Corps which heads the Army List. This officer pro-
ceeded to question him as to many things, and,
finally, to his great relief, remarked that he would
do, and as he seemed to haye special qualifications

he would endeayour to hurry him through.
He returned to his regiment, and again com-

menced to wait. With that last promise still in
his ears he daily expected orders telling him to
report somewhere or other to take up his new
duties, but the weeks passed by, and eventually the
battalion was moved to Salisbury Plain, and with
it himself. As if out of sheer cussedness, no sooner
had the move taken place than one morning the
expected order came.

While lying with his platoon in the shelter of

some bushes, some miles away from camp, a breath-
less figure approached, saluted, and gasped out
that the Adjutant wanted him in the Orderly Boom
at once—with more than ordinary' speed it seemed
—so he set out at the double, well guessing what
was in store for him. No sooner did he arrive than
a railway warrant and telegram were thrust into
his hand, and he was told to rush to the station and
catch the train forthwith. His baggage was
packed and waiting, and with this short notice he
was wrung by the hand, wiohed good luck, and
pushed off to his new job. Once in the train he had
time to read the telegram :

" Instruct Lieut. B
to report H forthwith for instruction in

aviation."

He had got his transfer ; it remained to be seen
what he would do with it.



CHAPTEB II

TRAINING

To be accepted by the War Office as a candidate
for the Boyal Flying Corps does not mean that

the applicant is already a member of the elect.

He has a very long and arduous course of training

to go through, and many men have to return to

their regiments, generally through no fault of their

own, but simply because they are unfitted to the
strenuous work of a pilot in the R.F.C. Though I

speak of the training of a pilot, he being the actual
flying man and the senior class of the Corps, it

must not be supposed that the Air Service is com-
posed solely of flying men. I do not think I am
far wrong in saying that only about a half of the
officers are actually pilots, and of the men only an
infinitesimally small proportion ever go up in an
aeroplane, and a still smaller number actually

become pilots.

To each aeroplane a crew of two riggers and two
fitters is allotted. They may be either 1st or 2nd
A.M.s (air mechanics). Biggers look after the
fabric, wiring, woodwork and general exterior of
the machine, whilst the fitters are rei^Kmsible for
the condition and running of the engine. Other
men work on an aeroplane as occasion arises—car-

penters, sailmakers, &c. ; blacksmiths, tinsmiths,
instrument repairers, and men of countless other
trades are in attendance to see to the ailments of
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engine, instruments, or any other of the delicate

parte of the anatomy of an aeroplane. There are

also drivers of cars and lorries, riders of motor-

cycles, wireless telegraphists, storemen, and clerks

galore. So much for the men ; I will speak of their

actual work later.

Officers are roughly of three classes—puots,

observers and equipment officers (not including the

Kite-Balloon Sections), and before giving a detailed >

description of the training of a pilot—as the most

representative " class " in the R.F.O.—a few words

regarding the others may help to a better under-

standing of the Corps.

Observers, as their name implies, fly with the

pilot, but their work consists of a great deal more

than observing only. The observer is a trained

wireless operator ; he is an expert at photography

under difficuV'es; he is a crack shot, and under-

stands thoroughly the intricacies of machine-guns

;

he is a man of iron nerve and unblenching courage

—in fact, he is a compendium of all the special

branches of the Army, and second only to the pilot

in expert knowledge. The majority of observers

eventually train as pilots, and they are, naturally,

with their double training, amongst the best men

in the Corps.

To train a pilot takes many weeks, and often

costs many pounds. After selection by the War
Office, the candidate, whom we may now designate

the pupil, is sent on to one or other of the training

schools, and it depends very largely on the pupil's

adaptability as to the time that it takes for him to

be passed out of the School of Instruction and

actually commence flying. At the end of the course

he is examined in all the subjects in which he

6



Training

Las been under instruction. Needless to say, tLese

kre many and varied, and it says much for the skill

M the instructors—N.O.O.'s and oificers—that such

fcood results are obtained in such a short time.

Engines alone—one of the most important sub-

jects—would baffle the average learner, but such

[s the keenness displayed by both instructors and

E)upilB that a workins: knowledge of rigging aero-

planes, theory of uight, wireless, crosscountry

^ying, map reading, meteorology, the construction
'_ bombs and machine-guns, aerial photography,

Jind countless other subjects is acquired during the

bhort course.

A visit to the instructional engine-rooms reveals

lumbers of small groups of dungaree-clad figures

ccupied in dismantling a Gnome or Beardmore, or

industriously taking notes from a grimy, oil-

Btained instructor. The rigging-sheds contain

Skeletons of many types of machines in varying

stages of construction, and here again the dun-

iree-clad groups build and i^lice and measure and

take notes. Not a figure is slacking; everyone is

intent on his work and hard at it. From the rig-

Iging-sheds visit the test benches, where engines,

Ifitted with their propellers ih^ roaring out their

pevolutions in varying notes for the benefit of the

3upils, who thus learn how to tune up an engine

land judge by the sound if it is running properly.

The bomb-room, with its examples of all

Iweights, from the baby 20 lb. to the giant 500 lb.

[engine of destruction, is the place where pupils are

Itaught to fit the fuses with safety to themselves and

Idanger to the foe, and in the same room may
|usually be found the Lewis gun—the chief wea^mn

of almost every British aeroplane. Sounds of

7
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buzzing proclaim the room where Morse and wire-

less are taught, and other rooms receive classes for

instruction in subjects which bewilder the beginner,

but soon get him in their grip, so that he learns

at least the elements of his work.

At the end of six weeks the pupil sits to a

written examination. If he should fail in a single

subject he takes the whole course again, but if he

passes—and the high standard of 60 per cent, is

required for a pass—he is sent on to an aerodrome

for instruction in aviation. It is here that the

beginner's weak points are quickly found.

On first joining up at the aerodrome the pupil

generally has to wait a while before he gets his

first flight, as, somewhat naturally, the instructors

have their pupils whom they wish to push on to the

solo stage before commencing with a new-comer.

The instructors are usually officers who have done

their bit at the front and have been sent home for

a rest. The hours during which a pupil waits for

his first fligiit are not wasted, '-»r he may learn a

lot from watching the movemeuco of machines in

the air and from the remarks of his more advanced

companions. He thus learns that it is bad to climl

whilp turning, and he can quickly notice a bad

taki aft or l&nding. When the time eventually comei

for him to make his first flight, he does very little

:

indeed, he merely sits in the passenger seat, and

looks round whilst the instructor gives him a "joy

ride" in order that he may learn what i1

feels like to be in the air. These first flights oftei

lead a pupil to discover he has nerves; and then

unless he wishes to rejoin his regiment, he ii

usually permitted to become an equipment office]

or join the Kite-Balloon Section.

8
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Provided his flrit flight comes oS all right—and

it is rather a weird experience that first flight

—

he now commerces to receive proper instmction,

and gradually any strange ess he may feel in his

new element passes away. At first, he merely

places his hands and feet on the controls—all in-

strnctional machines are fitted with dual control

—

and feels the various movements made by the in-

structor in climbing, descending and turning ; but

later he will gradually commence to make the

movements himself, and, probably without knowing

it, fly the machine himself. Then a system of

signals is generally arranged between pilot and

pupil; usually, if the instructor is in front, he

raises his right hand if he wishes the pupil to take

control, and his left when he wishes to take over

control again himself. In this way the pupil knows

that he is actually, at times, flying the aeroplane

himself, and he realises his mistakes as he feels the

instructor correct them.

When the pupil is fairly confident whilst

actually in the air, he is allowed to take control

of the engine when the machine is on the ground,

"taxi " it after it has landed, and then at last take

the machine into the air. He is not yet allowed

to land the machine. These two actions of flying

are left to the last because it is in them solely that

the danger and difficulty of aviation lie. When
rising, a careless pilot may easily climb too quickly,

or try to rise before the machine has gained

sufficient speed, and thus "stall" (come down

tail first) or side-slip the aeroplane when he has

not sufficient altitude in which to recover, but has

ample in which to crash both the machine and

himself. Similarly, when descending, an inexperi-

B 9
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land with a bump, and goes flying over the gronnd

like a kangaroo in a Marathon race before finally

coming to rest. In any of theie ca«e« the pnpll

receives more instruction in landing, until he at

last flies easily and well. He is then ready to take

his " ticket "—the certificate of the Federation

Aeronautique ^ernationale. Up to this time—

if he is an average pilot—he has had about three

and a half hours' actual flying, split up into odd

five and ten minutes in the air.

In order to take a "ticket " a pilot has to pass

three tests. He first has to fly solo in five figures

of eight, this involving right and left-hand turns,

and finally stop on landing within fifty yards of a

given mark. He then has to ascend and repeat the

performance; and finally, rising a third time to a

height of over 350 feet, he must switch off his

engine and make a volplane or glide to earth.

Should all these tests be passed to the satisfaction

of the of&cial witnesses, a form is filled in and

sent up to the Royal Aero Club, together with a

cheque, and in due course the pupil becomes a cer-

tified aviator, qualified to fly at exhibitions and

race meetings, and a person of no small importance

in his 0T\n eyes. But he has yet a long way to go

before he giLdiiates as a flying oflftcer of the R.F.O.

Short]V after taking his ticket, the pupil prob-

ably commences to fly a new type of machine, for

the man who can only fly one aeroplane is of little

use in the service. The same process is gone

i through with the new machine as when learning to

[fly, but, needless to say, it takes the novice less time

jto master his second machine than it does the flrst.

IAbout this time, too, short cross-country flights are

[undertaken solo by the pupil, for up till now his

IX
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efforts liave been confined to circling round the

aerodrome. A third type of machine soon follows,

and the crosscountry flights increase in length and

difficulty. No longer is the pilot told to follow a

certain well-marked route, but he is given a inap

and told to make the circuit of certain towns. His

flights are timed, and should he exceed the time

that the instructor knows the flight should properly

take, inquiries are instituted on hif return as to

why and where he lost himself, for every yard

flown should be followed on the map-«xact com-

pass reckoning is impossible in the air on account

of drift and the attraction of the various metal

fittings of the aeroplane. Probably during one oi

these flights the pilot will have trouble with his

engine and be forced to land in strange country.

Woe be to him if he has failed to keep a possible

spot for landing constantly within reach. This is

one of the first principles of cross-country flying.

This forced landing tests the pupil's knowledge Ox

his engme; should the fault be a simple one he

must repair it himself, and provided he has

landed safely, and can find someone to start up lus

engine, proceed with his journey. Should the

engine or machine he badly damaged, the pilot must

wire for help and guard his machine until he is

At last, when he can fly several types of

machines satisfactorily, and find his way about

strange country with ease, the instructor reports

on his progress to the Wing Commander, and that

oiBcer, either taking the instructor's word or

examining the pupil's flying himself, g*^^ »
««f?;

cate to the effect that the pupU is proficient in

flying and cross-country flying, and, in his opinion,

i»
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fit to graduate as a flying ofl^cer. In a few days a
graduation certificate arriyes, and the pupil is now
a pupil no longer, but may wear the double wings

of the flying officer.* Up to this time he has prob-

ably had from twenty-five to thirty hours actually

in the air, and is now well qualified for work over-

seas or in any other capacity.

'M It may be as well to state thai in the early days

of the war pupils did not receive this dual course

of instruction, but commenced aviation straight-

away, and picked up their knowledge of engines,

rigging, &c., in the intervals of fiying, and despite

these difficulties, passed a practical examination

quite up to the standard of the present elaborate

affair.

All honour to those early pilots who gained such

an astonishing ascendancy over the foe, and honour,

too, to those younger members of the Corps who
have maintained it.

* Th* oowM of training bM now andanon* varloiu alterKtlou, bat
the prinolplM nmain the Mme.—W. T. B.
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CHAPTER III

THE LONG EBCONNAISSANCB

WHEN a pilot is posted to the Expeditionary Force

he may proceed overseas with a new squadron

which is going out for the first time, or he may

proceed alone to replace a casualty in one of the

squadrons already in the field. Needless to say,

most officers prefer to go out with a squadron

among men whom they know well, but even with

the Corps at its present huge dimensions, one

cannot be for long in it without knowing a large

proportion of the total personnel, for changes are

continually taking place and new faces constantly

met. It is almost impossible to visit any squadron

without meeting at least one or two well-known

faces, and it is largely this point of general ac-

quaintance which is responsible for the espnt de

corps. Needless to say, squadrons indulge m
friendly rivalry, and the competition is great to

see who can bring down the largest number of

Huns; this is only natural, and as it should be.

One of the most disUked, and at the same time

inevitable, of the tasks of the R.F.O. is the long

reconnaissance-a flight of three or four hours

many miles behind the enemy's lines, and a task

calling for the greatest skill, powers of endurance,

and devotion to duty. A new pilot usually has

time to get his local bearings pretty thoroughly

before his turn arrives for this piece of work, and

H
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then one day his squadron commander will tell him

to take his machine and an observer, and thor-

oughly reconnoitre a certain area. In the summer

the task is not so bad, but a three or four hours'

flight in the depth of winter at an altitude of many

thousand feet is not a job to be sought after.

Pilot and observer both muffle themselves up in

sweaters and thick leather coats, an extra pair of

socks and fur-lined knee boots are donned, a

woollen balaclava is worn under the fur-lined

helmet, scarves are wrf pped round the neck to

exclude all possible draught, a leather mask fitted

with goggles is worn to protect the face, for the

intense cold often causes frostbite and the most

ghastly mutilations of the features, and, lastly, big

fur gauntlets are pulled on well up to the elbow.

Maps, notebooks, pencils are collected, bombs

are placed on the bomb ribs, drums of ammunition

are brought to feed the machine-gun with which to

beat off pugnacious Huns, a camera is sometimes

fitted to its rack, the tanks are filled with oil and

petrol, and, finally, the pilot having had a last

inspection of his machine, both he and the observer

strap themselves in, the pilot cries "Contact," and

with a roar the big propeller commences to revolve.

Slowly it swings at first, then faster and faster,

and at length, the engine being well warmed up to

its work, slows down again. The pilot waves his

arm, waiting mechanics pull the chocks from under

the wheels, the propeller again gains speed, and

the aeroplane rushes over the ground, and up in

ever higher circles until sufficient altitude has been

reached, when a course is steered to the line.

On these flights it is the observer who is in com-

mand. He lets the pilot know where he wants to
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fly, directs him to right or left, causes him to circle

over any spot which he wishes specially to observe,

and generally directs operations. Though these

reconnaissances are not made with ofifensive pur-

poses, bombs are carried in case a good target

should suddenly appear—a large body of troops in

the open, a big convoy on the rctd, or several

trains in a station. Similarly a machine-gun is

carried for defensive purposes, and though the pilot

on one of these flights should rather avoid than

seek a fight, it is perhaps unnecessary to say that

should a Boche machine appear with the object of

driving our machine away or preventing its reach-

ing the objective, pilot and observer between them

always manage to put up a good tight, and it is

usually the Hun who retires discomfited. When
fighting, the pilot commands the aeroplane and

manoeuvres as he thinks fit, both he and his observer

using their machine-guns as opportunity offers.

Needless to say, it is absolutely essential that both

of&cers have complete confidence in themselves and

each other, and that differences of opinion do not

exist between them. For this reason the same pair

generally work together, and a perfect understand-

ing soon reigns between them.

Once over the trenches, which are usually

crossed at a height of anything over 8,000 feet, the

work of the day begins. As a rule orders are given

to look for some special object, or thoroughly

reconnoitre a special area, often a hundred miles

behind the lines, though generally the whole of a

large area has to be surveyed, and all enemy move-

ments and positions of parks, gun emplacements,

&c., noted. Generally the pilot arranges with his

observer beforehand the route to be flown over, so
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that the whole area can be thoroughly covered.

Stations, railway junctions, suspected ammunition

dumps, new aerodromes, and possible gun emplace-

ments are all subjected to scrutiny, and from time

to time the observer thrusts his hand through an

aperture in the palm of his gauntlet in order to

note an unuiiual number of trains in a station, or

the exact location on the map of any point of

special interest.

Occasionally a station may be reached as troops

are detraining or a large convoy may be seen on

the road. Then, if " Archie " is not too active, or

if the p;i<)t be particularly daring, the aeroplane

will rapidly dive through space until close enough

for the pilot to make sure of his target, when two or

three bombs are dropped, to the discomfort of the

Hun. A puff of smoke, perhaps the faint boom of

the explosion, and scattering troops or an over-

turned lorry let the pilot know that his shots have

taken effect, and that it is time to quit before things

get too hot for him.

These little affairs do little real damage to

material, but they are of immense effect in destroy-

ing the German moral. The mere fact that British

machines can and do venture so far over enemy

territory has done a lot towards intimidating Frila,

and causing him to christen the Corps with many

uncomplimentary names—in truth a real compli-

ment to the efftciency of the B.F.O.

It may be the emplacement of a huge howitzer,

or a large dump of stores and ammunition, of

which the observer signifies his wish to see more,

and the pilot must circle and dodge, first turning

this way, then climbing that way, diving a few

hundred feet—in ^•"'t, employing all the tricks of
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his trade in order to dodge those de\xii8h puffs of
smoke which burst now here, now there, now so
close that it seems the next must hit, but when it

comes the pilot has left it well away to the right.
Possibly a few stray holes appear in the fabric of
the wings, but so long as a main spar is not broken,
a control wire severed, or the engine damaged, all

is well, and the game of touch continues. Mean-
while the observer has been peering at the ground,
utterly unconcerned by the flying shells—they are
all in the day's work—or the queer positions taken
by the machine as the pilot dodges hither and
thither. At last he finds what he is looking for,

marks it carefully on the map, possibly photo-
graphs it, and eventually gives the signal for the
pilot to carry on with the journey.

So the day proceeds, until every inch of the
ground has been covered and the machine heads for
home. As the line is approached the danger again
increases, and often, whilst the pilot is engaged in

dodging the " Archies," suddenly out of the clouds
darts an enemy machine, diving hawk-like on its

adversary. A few shots are generally exchanged
before the Hun—having missed the object of his

wild dive—sheers off, the usual ending to these
little affairs. Once safely oyer the lines the pilot

begins to descend until his aerodrome is reached,

where he lands in safety. Both he and his observer
are stiff with the cold—^in the winter it is often

necessary to help them out of the machine and
attend to the chilled parts of the body in order to

avoid frostbite—their faces are drawn with the
severe strain, they are deaf from the continual
roar of the engine, their eyes are bloodshot, and
their whole bodies are racked with every imagin-
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able ache. For the next few hours they are good

for nothing but rest, though sleep nsuaUy refuses

to comfort their over-strained minds; but before

turning in the observer must make out his report,

and hand it in to the proper quarters. It is good

that the long reconnaissance comes seldom, for no

one could stand a continual strain of these weary-

ing flights.

Many incidents happen which prove the saying

that truth is stranger than fiction, and though some

of the stories told of the B.F.C. are distinctly

efforts on the part of somebody's imagination, many

true happenings read Uke fiction. The following

is an example

:

While on the long reconnaissance, and many

miles behind the German line, Lieuts. A. and

B.—both of them pilots, though B. was acting

as observer—had the luck to encounter a Boche

machine miles from its aerodrome or any anti-

aircraft station. What the Hun was doing here no ^
one knows—probably flying from a base to one of -^W^^

their aerodromes—but without hesitation Lieut.

A. flew at the enemy, manoBuvred for position, and

when nicely under his taU Lieut. B. opened fire

with the machine-gun. The Boche had Uttle chance

to retaliate, being out-manceuvred and single-

handed, and presently dived steeply, followed l^

the British machine. He was seen to land safely in

an out-of-the-way spot with his propeller stopped,

a^d the British aeroplane circled overhead, waiting

to see what would happen. The pilot did not

attempt to get out, and the machine remained

where it was; so Lieut. A., seeing that there were

no houses near, and little likelihood of any of the

enemy being in the vicinity, decided to land be-
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side his silent foe and investigate matters. He
planed down and landed, Lieut. B. meanwhile
keeping the Boche covered with liis machine-gun
in case of any tricks. A. stopped his engine and,
together with B., both armed with revolvers, ad-
vanced towards the other aeroplane. Nothing
happened, and on investigation thej discovered
that during the short fight in the air one of B.'s
bullets had hit the Hun airman, cutting a vein, and
he had bled to death, just li'ving long enough to
reach the earth. His macliine was intact and
lu's tanks full, so it did not take A. and B.
long to decide what to do. A. kept to his own
machine, and B. took the Hun '"bus." They
started up each other's engines, got off in safety,

and set out for the British lines. Despite heavy
shelling on the part of our anti-aircraft guns, who
naturally thought it a raiding Boche, Lieut. B.
successfully brought the captured machine home,
and landed it in his own aerodrome, much to the
surprise of his fellow of&cers, who were astonished
at this seemingly strange action on the part of the
enemy.

On another occasion the observer, who wa« sit-

ting in front of the pilot, wa* surprised at the queer
behaviour of the macliine. Despite heavy shelling
by '' Archie," the pilot seemed to be holding a dead
straight course—the most dangerous thing to do
under the circumstances. When the observer

—

Lieut. C.—^turned round to remonstrate with the
pilot he found that gentleman hanging forward in
his seat, with the blood trickling from a wound in
his head. He had evidently been hit by shrapnel,
and the aeroplane, being of an automaticaUy stable

type, left without his controlling hand, had car-
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ried on straight ahead. This would continue until

the petrol gave ont, or until "Archie" who was
creeping nearer and nearer, obtained a good hit

and dami^^ the engine or some other vital part,

then a long steep dive, and a sickening crash, and
all would be over.

It did not take G. long to realise this, or

to make up his mind as to what action to ti^e.

Leaving his seat he crawled from it over to the

dead pilot's place; but no sooner was he there

than the additional weight aft of the centre of

gravity caused the machine gradually to drop her

tail, lose flying speed, stall, and tail-dive for some
hundreds of feet. Luckily for G. all this occurred

at an altitude of many thousands of feet; and,

seated on the body of his pilot, he proceeded to

correct the machine. Observers naturaUy know
what actions to go through to fly an aeroplane.

Also the machine in question was stable, and, de-

spite the disturbance of the balance, only needed

guiding, so that G. managed to gain control

and fly over the lines, and though he did not land

safely, he did so without damage to himself.

Sometimes queer mistakes are made whilst on re-

connaissance, not only by us but by the enemy, who
on one occasion made us the present of a brand-new

machine complete with pilot and observer.

It happened in this way.

At one of our aerodromes in France about

3 o'clock in the morning the officer on duty,

happening to be awake, heard the sound of an

aeroplane engine, and knowing that none of

the machines of his own particular squadron was
out at that hour, turned out in his pyjamas to

see what was happening. He was just in time

SI
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to see an aeroplane descend, misjudge its land-

ing, and sail off again. The type of machine

was unfamiliar to him, and his suspicions were

aroused Also the machine, dimly seen in the faint,

grey light, seemed in doubt whether to attempt

another landing or not. Eventually the pilot

fired a signal. Lieut. D. hastily, in his turn, fired a

signal light. That seemed to satisfy the occupants of

the machine, who circled with the evident intention

of landing, Lieut. D. immediately got a revolver,

called cut the guard, and awaited events. The
aeropU Ae glided smoothly along, and as it landed

the waiting party could dimly distinguish the black

cross painted on the planes. As soon as it

came to a stop Lieut. D., covering it himself

and backed by an armed guard, called on the occu-

pants to surrender. They evidently thought dis-

cretion the better part of valour, and held up their

hands. They were disarmed, allowed to leave their

machine, and placed under guard. Lieut. D. then

went to inform his Squadron Commander that he

had just captured two Huns and a brand-new
aeroplane—this in his pyjamas at 3 a.m. Practical

jokes are, somewhat naturally, rather prevalent in

the Corps, and the Major, very irate at being

awakened at such an hour, thought this to be one,

and angrily bade his subaltern withdraw. The
latter, however, stuck to his statement, and a very

amazed Major aroso to interview his two captives.

They had been on a job involving night flying, and
on returning Lad lost their bearing in the morning
mist, taken the aerodrome for their own, and
attempted to land. The machine proved to be quite

new, and when flown back to England was found
to possess several gadgets of great use and interest.

aa



CHAPTER IV

ALL IN THE DAY^S WORK

Aloft in the single-seated fighter the pilot has

stea>dily beaten from c ad to end of the allotted line

he is patrolling for the best part of two hours,

keeping a keen look-out for any enemy airman who
dares to approach, but until now the horizon has

been clear.

Down below him stretch the flat plains of

Flanders, dotted with tiny villages and solitary

farmsteads that, from his elevation of 8 'VK) feet,

seem to lie in peaceful seclusion. At one point he

can see a i.umber of tiny dots which move with the

restless activity of so many ants—an enemy
engineer working-party. In the distance the smoke
of trains shows at various points, and a regular

column of insects moving slowly along one of the

long, straight roads betrays troops being moved
from one point to another. Beside and below him,

and some few miles ofF—^for he is flying the German
side of the line whilst patrolling—are the long,

jagged cuts, or series of cuts, contorting themselves

over endless miles until they are lost to sight in

either direction, where countless millions of many
nationalities are striving for the mastery. There
is no sign of life there, for all is quiet on this

sector. No flashes I tray the position of ill-hidden

guns, and not the faintest rumble of concentrated
thunder reaches the pilot as he soars some mile

i.
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and a half above the earth. Even " Archie " is

silent for awhile, though he has been busy during

the afternoon.

Suddenly he sees a speck in the distance, which

gradually grows larger until at last it resolves itself

into a slow-moving biplane, one of a type seldom

seen unescorted by a fast flghtinp aeroplane to

protect it. The pilot of the British machine

watches it carefully. It is so far away that, should

he attempt to attack, the enemy could fly ofif long

before he gets within effective range of his Lewis

gun.

Without warning, a puff of smoke appears in

front of him, another behind, and a third close at

his side. Automatically, as the explosions cause

his machine to rock violently, he puts down the

nose of his machine, banks her over steeply, and

spirals down some hundreds of feet to put

" Archie " off the track. As the shells descend to

his level, and commence to burst around him, he

puts his nose down slightly and rushes along at

terrific speed, suddenly zooming up almost per-

pendicularly and darting away in quick, deceptive

zig-zags, now up, now down, right and left, suc-

cessfully avoiding those murderous bursts from

which hurtles the quick death. As suddenly as it

commenced the devil's storm ceases, and no sooner

can the pilot breathe than he realises the purpose

of his heavy shelling, for the enemy machine has

crept close behind him, and the Hun pilot is pre-

paring to loose a leaden stream from his machine

gun.

Luckily the pilot has the advantage of speed,

and like a flash he dives, turns on his course like

lightning and doubles back on to his enemy. As
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he f'')efli BO the " trr-rrt " of a machine-giiii reaches
hie ears, and a few holes appear in hit planet. That
is all the damage the enemy will do. He ii ilow
and heavy, and at the mercy of the faster machine.
As the pilot manoeuvres into the position from
which he can best destroy his enemy, something
caases him to look up, and he realises the reason
of his attack by the slow machine and the shower
from ** Archie " to cover its approach. It is merely
the bait to attract his attention whilst the Fokker
overhead deals with him.

Quickly he makes up his mind; the slower
biplane can wait ; he can deal with that after the
Fokker. As the monoplane shoots down on him
like a rocket-stick he holds on his course till b"
stream of lead begins to play about him. Then,
just as the Fokker is sure of his prey, he banks over
to the left, swerves as the baffled machine shoots
by, and dives on the enemy like a hawk. Th" pur-
suer has now become the pursued, and both
machines shoot down almost perpendicularly with
awful rapidity. As he dives, the pilot holds back
the trigger of his gun and pours a stream of bullets
all around his adversary. The latter cannot fire

back, his whole safety lies in flight. The dive
continues. As the air rushes about him, singing
in the wires of his machine, the pilot places a fresh
drum on the barrel of his gun, and again sends
messengers of death at his foe. He cannot tell

whether he has hit him or not. He must Are until
his foe crashes to the earth or all his jimmunition
is used. The ground is getting rapidly closer.
Trees, roads, fields, seem to rush upward towards
the pilot, until at last he must try to pull out of
his long dive unless he wishes to crash to a thou-

c as
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sand pieces on the earth. As he gradually comes
into a long smooth glide he notices the other

machine continuing its downward course, and as

he sweeps round in a large circle only a few hun-

dred feet from the ground, he sees it crash to earth,

the wings collapse and the whole affair become a
tangled masSc of burning wreckage. Immediately
" Archie " commences to burst around him, and he
again starts the danc» with death.

Meanwhile the other machine, having seen the

fate which has overtaken its companion, has fled

for home and safety, and the pilot as he climbs and
dodges the bursting " Archies," sets his nose

towards his first opponent. His machine is small

and fast, the Hun is old and slow, and gradually it

is overhauled. The pilot's mouth sets in a grim
smile as he thinks how he will now proceed to finish

the Hun. Unfortunately for him, the Hun realises

that his only safety lies below, and making a speedy

dive lands safely in a field out of the pilot's reach

before a shot has been fired.

During the cha«e the pilot has gone a consider-

able distance from his beat, and his time for

patrolling is finished, so he sets his course back to

the aerodrome.
As he draws near the line " Archie " opens on

him again, and he mechanically dips and swerves,

keeping a watchful eye aloft for more Fokkenl.

Suddenly he becomes tense as he sights a speck in

the distance; but as he watches his face relaxes,

for he recognises a sister machine to his own that

has been sent out to relieve him. He waves a greet-

ing m he passes, glances down at the trenches as he

crosses over, thinking what a dog's life it must be

to live in mud and water—he has absolutely for-
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gotten that he was in those aame trenches less than

a year ago—and as his aerodrome appe r.^; in sight

he commences to switch the engi r on as«i ?ff,

descending fn one long glide. The faiQl^ar s>' jne

flashes up towards him; he touches ^a vh, swit'.hes

off, and rumbles over the grcuna towaiJ^ the

hangars. Waiting mechanics rush out to help the

machine in, and the pilot climbs stifOj out of his

seat and staggers pff to the O.G.'s office. He re-

ports himself, and writes out an account of his

patrol; and then at last reels to the mess, divests

himself of leather coat and helmet, calls for a

drink, and sinks into a chair with the latest copy

of La Vie Parisienne in his hand.
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CHAPTER V

BIRDS OF PREY

"BWITCH off! Petrol on! Suck in!" The pUot
calls out the words, and the waiting mechanic
slowly twists the hnge four-bladed propeller, suck-
ing the explosive mixture into the cylinders of the
engine.

"Contact!"
The mechanic steps back, takes a firm grip of

one blade, and with a mighty heave stands clear
of the machine. Nothing happens ; the pilot calls
" Switch off !

" and once more the blade are slowly
swung until a compression stroke is reached.
"Contact! " is called again, and this time with a
mighty roar the huge engine proclaims its power.
Faster and faster whirls the revolving screw, and
louder roars the engine, while the crouching
mechanics hold on like grim death, their overalls
quivering in the current of aii . At last the engine
slows down, the pilot waves Jiis hand, chocks are
taken from under the wheels, and the machine rolls
slowly forward, swaying slightly from side to side
at first, but gradually steadying herself as she
gains speed until, almost imperceptibly, the earth
is left, and she sails aJoft in the element so little
known by man.

As the aeroplane gains height the pilot slowly
banks and rudders to the left, and swingi round
in a wide curve. Beneath him he sees hlg aero-
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drome, with the machines waiting to ascend. Each
machine has several attendant specks—mechanics
who atijnd to her toilet—which f-adually grow
smaller as the earth recedes. The aerodrome seems
very small, a tiny rectangle surrounded by culti-
vated fields, and his gaze takes it all in at a glance.
One of the other machines crawls over the ground,
and then, by its movements, he knows it is in the
air. A glance at his aneroid tells him he has
already ascended 5,000 feet, so he heads for the
town over which he has orders to meet ther
machines, to escort them on a bomb raid. His job is
to look after the other heavily loaded bombers, and
keep off any marauding Hun who may approach.

He glances at his map, and recognises the town
he is bound for. Already in the distance other
aeroplanes are arriving. By this time he has reached
10,000 feet—the other machines are circling below
him and getting into formation. As he looks,
another scout arrives at his own level, his
companion escort.

Presently the whole body moves off, keeping
admirable formation, whilst, ever watchful, above
them circle the two escorts. The pilot glances at
his instruments—his engine is running beautifully
—smiles to himself as he thinks of the,many flights
he has made in his old 'bus, and settles down to the
day's work. His companion is-aome half a mile
away on his right. He glances aloft for a lurking
Pokker, but^e cloudless sky gives little chance of
concealment for these mist-loving birds. Below
him, far, far below, he sees thegreen fields looking
lite the patchwork cover to a^d, and in front ii
the long, dark, jagged line which he knows to be
the trenches.

**
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Suddenly, far below, he sees a puff of smoke,
followed by the faint bang of " Archie," who has
opened earlier than usual. There is little danger
to him, he knows, for the shell is evidently intended
for one of the raiders. The pilot now looks to
himself, fingers his gun, and generally prepares
tor action, as an enemy plane may appear at any
moment. The objective is situated a good half-
hour's flight over the lines, but at last it appears
in sight without an attack being made. As the
pilot watches he sees the raid leader swoop, fol-
lowed in turn by each machine of the formation.
Fuffs of smoke follow as each bomb reaches its
mark. Suddenly a huge cloud of smoke and a
mighty roar show that the main objective has been
hit. The enemy ammunition* dump has been ex-
ploded, huge stores of sheU and high explosive
vainly stored in preparation of a coming push, have
been expended in a moment, great damage has been
done to surrounding buildings, and the enemy's
moral has suffered severely.

Their work accomplished, the aeroplanes turn
to go. On high the escorting pilot glances around.He expects every moment to see a cloud of enemy
fighters appear in the sky, for a large aerodrome is
close to the dump, and the approach of the bombing
squadron must have been observed. It is not Ipng
before he sees two machines climbing steeply on
his left. These are followed by a third and fourth.
and then by two others. Six fighters to attack the
squadron. The pilot, while quite aware that the
machines he is escorting are armed, knows that it
IS the duty of himself and his companion to take
on the whole six enemy planes while the squadron
escapes across the line. Sis companion is already
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diving at the foe, and he gives a quick look round
to see that he is safe from attack from the riar
before joining in the fray. He singles out a victim,
and manceuvres to catch him unawares. At a range
of about thirty yards he sends a burst of fire from
his gun, and swerves sharply to miss the collision.

Again he wheels, but at the same time notices a
second machine coming up from behind. In an
instant he makes up his mind. A second burst of
fire at the first machine, and he turns on the second.
As he banks he sees a sheet of flame burst from his
late foe, and knows that he has accounted for one
of the enemy. A sharp crackle sounds in his ears,
and several holes appear in the plane beside him.
He pushes the control lever forward, dives sharply,
zooms up again, wheels round, and finds his
opponent banking steeply to avoid him. He fires a
short burst at random, and the Hun puts his nose
down and runs for it.

He now has time to glance at his partner, and
sees that he is being attacked by three planes. The
sixth machine is not there, but he spies it out climb-
ing to attack the more defenceless bombing
machines. For a moment he hesitates. Shall he
go to the help of his comrade, who is hard pressed,
or follow the Hun who is attacking the convoy?
Even as he hesitates one of' the three planes plunges
into a spinning nose dive, and he realises that his
partner is well able to look after himself. He turns
to the solitary Hun, and makes straight for him.
Luckily he lias a fast machine, and rapidly over-
hauls the enemy plane ; but the Hun, realising that
discretion is the better part of valour, leaves the
convoy and heads for his aerodrome. He spirals
rapidly down as the pilot approaches, and lands
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innJ? ^i""^ ^V"*''^
^^"- Now, howeTer, ig the

with n « r\*'' r.*^' ^°^^«- He descends towithin a few hundred feet, and, as his erstwhilefoe runs to a standstill, drops his first bomb. Itexplodes some fifty feet away, doing no dama«e-but as the Hun proceeds toW hii machiTSesecond bomb fails and he and his aeroplaneS^omea tangled mass of wreckage.

>.rn?il^f F'^f ^^\''^' ^g^agging over the sky

TceDt fn/iT '1 r^*^*"^-^'^ ^''> unscathed^except for a few holes in his plane. Bis am-munition IS nearly all spent, his conyoy is Xt
g sight and he heads for Irom^ and his LToiome
Jlil -^^"^ ^"'"''"^ *« °^^* » Hun ; his chiefdeare now is for rest and a long drink, for^!fighting 18 nerve-raxjking and thirst-causing

As he approaches the Unes, luckily withoutmeeting any Huns, "Archie" be^J to D^ayagain and he commences the rigzag^ve-z^m iJhis effort for safety. But either he^f o.;rrt1^ or

Sitirff ^"*- ^^^««' ^'^d «lo««r approach tiJo^devilish bursts, until suddenly-a cloud of smo^a deafening report, and the iJng ^wi^o? rSSitg

How long he remains semi-conscious it is hardto say-probably only a minute or so, for the rSof air qmckly revives him. Instinctively he p^his machine out of the nose dive and looks around

nlinT^H '""i^"" "PP«^^ '^ ^^ sti^oarS ?owe;plane, through which sticks a broken rib. levIZ
throbbing in his leg. As he tries to rudf r,hefinSthe limb useless, and it dawns on him th. the b^e
18 broken. All this time the bursts have^^but as the machine steadies her^Jf and ffies^'
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on an even keel, the sky once more becomes coyered
with poffs of smoke.

Wearily he strives to dodge and twist, but the
pain in his leg increases. At last beneath him he
sees the jagged lines of trenches, the "Archies"
gradually grow less, and finally he recognises his
aerodrome. He pulls himself together for a la«t

effort, and slowly descends. The earth rushes up
to meet him, and with the precision of long prac-
tice he flattens out and switches off. As the machine
bumps over the ground he is awariB of mechanics
running out to meet him; he sees a familiar face
look over the nacelle, and as he faintly tries to
smile, glides off into pleasant unconsciousness,
knowing that he has done his work, and will receive
a well-earned rest.
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CHAPTER VI
* THE PATROL

'^

EvBBi Wing sends out patrols with great fre-
quency, and it is tliese patrols which have larceiv
been responsible for the great ascendancy our air
service has gained over that of the enemy. TheBoche seems to prefer to stay behind his lines,
hidden thousands of feet up in the clouds, and waituntu he sees his chance of attacking a machine withno ^danger to himself. Then one long dive on his
foe, firing with his machine-gun as he gets within
range, and he is off straight down thousands of feetbelow the British ma^jhine. If his ofie dive ?s^
cessful, as it frequently was before we discovered
his tricks, all is well; if not, he knows that hewould stand little chance against one of the AlUesand so makes for home and safety. "He who
fights and runs away may live to fight anotherday IS evidently the motto of the Boche. Natur-
ally there are exceptions, and some of the enemv
airmen put up excellent fights, and are very good
sportsmen, but their general method of attack isone hawk-like dive and then, away.

o ^.Jl^^^"^ ^^ ^^^ opposite occurred whena British machine—a single-seater—attacked aGerman scout. They were very equally matched,and for some time mancEuvred round each other
firing when good openings occurred. At last'when both machines were riddled with bullets
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but neithe ' of the pilots nor any vital parts
of their aehoplanes had been hit, ammunition gave
out on both sides. For a few minutes each
circled round, glaring at the other and won-
dering what would happen next, until each
realised that the other was in the same pre-

dicament ae himself. Thereupon they flew along
for some distance smiling amiably, and finally

waving adieu, each turned for his own aerodrome.
Orders may be given to patrol a certain line, or

to circle about in a neighbourhood known to be
infested by the enemy. As soon as a hostile

machine is sighted chase is given, and the aero-

plane is engaged if possible. It is during these

q^rial combats that the uses of trick flying become
apparent, for the pilot who can outmanoeuvre his

opponent Is the one who will win. Nearly 'all

machines have a blind spot—that is, a certain

direction in which they are unable to fire

—

^and it

is the object' of the attacking pilot to get into

this position where he is immune from enemy fire,

and then to rake the other machine at leisure.

Naturally, each aeroplane turns and twists to avoid
letting the other have this advantage, and it needs
an exceedingly clever pilot to attain and keep
his position while the observer uses the machine-
gun.

The sensation during a fight in the air is one of

exhilaration and complete confidence in the result.

Moral is of a great deal more importance thousands
of feet above the earth jthan actually on it, and it is

the superior moral of our Air Service that con-

tinually gives us the victory. As an example of

that superior moral, take the following affair—an
almost Incredible piece of bravery that would have
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been impowible but for the perfect confidence our
pilots have in themselves and each other.

" Lieut. B
, on P.E. machine, did not return.

Believed shot down by Fokker." This brief official
report was sent in by one of our squadrons in
France, and concealed a most ghastly tragedy-~a
possible fate in store for any of our aviators every
tinae they cross the lines. The machine in question
had proceeded with others on a bomb raid Ithad dropped its bombs on the objective, and was
dyly returning home a little out of its proper placem the formation—for machines on raids usually fly
in formation—and lagging behind the others. Sud-
denly out of the clouds above dropped a Fokker
Before Lieut. R had tJ-^e to manceuvre to avoid
his opponent, a stream ci jUets poured in upon
hun. Neither he nor his observer was hit, but a
shot pierced the petrol tank, and, some nine thou-
sand feet above the earth, the machine became ablaang wreck. What happened afterwards was
reported by the men of an anti-aircraft batterywho had witnessed the whole affair. After some
minutes, uuring which the burning aeroplane
slowly gUded downwards under perfect control, Me
pafisenger, seemingly the observer, jumped over-
Iward, evidently preferring the quick death to the
slow torture of burning. The pilot, however, like
the captain of a ship, though he must have known
that his task was hopeless, stuck to his machine to
the last, gradually steering it down to earth and
safety. Before he could accomplish a quarter of his
object the flames did their work; the floor of the
nacelle was burnt out, and the blazing body of the
pUot dropped through the bottom of the fuselage
The aeroplane crashed in our lines.

'
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Now the sequel to this fearfnl death—the worst

and most dreaded danger che B.F.O. hay to face.

The hostile pilot who had brought down the

machine was well known. Lieut. B was not

his first victim, and his method of attack was
always the same, the only way possible to a Fokker.

He hid in the clouds awaiting his opportunity

every evening at dusk, and often pounced on a

lonely machine—preferably one thpt had been

winged by the German " Archies," but a scheme
was arranged to catch bim.

Next day, about the same hour of the even-

ing, three British fighting aeroplanes set out on
patrol. Gapt. D flying comparatively low,

about 8,000 feet over the lines, while Gapt. L
and 2nd Lieut. W flew at about twice the

height, concealed in the clouds some little dis-

tance off, but keeping a watchful eye on Gapt.

D . It was not long before a Fokker Ap-

peared. It hovered about at about 2,000 feet

over Gapt. D , but did not venture to attack.

All this time Gapt. D was being heavily

shelled. It was part of the scheme for him actually

to encourage gun fire and chance being hit. Every
tinie he turned towards the Fokker the latter

sheered off; wounded birds were his prey, not

hawks with plenty of fight in them. At last the

shelling got closer and closer to Gapt. D ,

and suddenly he pretended to be badly hit, «taUed
his machine, and commenced going down in circles,

side-slipping and stalling from time to time. This
had the desired effect, and down s^ot the Fokker
to his foe. When he was about 500 feei above Gapt.
D

, the latter switched on his engine and
started fighting the Fokker, who had to pull out of
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his headlong dive before enuadni the British
machine. While the Fokker wfe ^huren^
eyerythlng, dived on Mm from above. The Pokker

??L n'
"""^ "^^^^^ ^^"^ *^«P J«*d for him. All

Ti^Tf w r?"^^ ^'^ "^''^""« «f bullets, 2nd

and Capt. L
, who was above, pumping in adrum and a half from 50 yards. The FokkefnL

fr:^.T'''''%
through ^the clouds, and cr,^^

l^eL'lS"""^-
^-^-«—^ ^^-bserver

But imagine the cool impudence of Cant. D

Joikp^L
*°*»«i'craft batteries, aiid giving theFokker every chance to attack the target he lovedImagine at last the long steep dive of the PcSLl;

lat^ nr^S!".^ ^
7"°^"^ P^^' ^''^ realisation, too

e^W fiom S ^'
^^l r.«^* *°' ^^^ attemptedescape from the overwhelming odds, and flnallrthe long, sickening dive to earth of the uncontroUedmachine, carrying its dead pilot to a secondSJ^

f, i
'?7^'' ^ ** '^ ^««^^ i° the air; immunityfrom death may seem to be the luck of a pilot • he

and wide, but if he perseveres death overtakes him

^^L7iT'' ?'/" «"^ P^^«*« knowlws andknowing it, bravely face death a dozen times a dav

S^Tm^fifJnt"^^."i: '"^ ^«P^^^ tZlle:'H
a^thaTfiL -ifU?"'^^-^

^'"^* *° the brain-and that they will be spared the mckening dive ofthe mortally stricken machine or the*^ terribletorture of the flames.
T^rnoic

n,o^°V^*^® greatest of all the enemy pilots aman who has made his name known aU over the
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cHrth by jiiti successeg in aerial lightiDg, and who,
despite his many victims, was admired and re-

spected by all the B.F.G., met his death at the last

at the hands of the veriest novice in the game of

war. Immelmann was not only a great fighter, bat

a real sportsman, and all of our men who had the

misfortune to be shot down and captured by him,
speak of him as one who was characterised by
the lack of those traits which we have come to

regard as so typically German. This is the official

account of the fight which ended the career of

Immelmann :

"At about 9 P.M., whilst on patrol duty over

Loos, three Fokkers were seen behind the lines.

Liout. McC (on an P.E. machine) proceeded
over the lines towards them. One Fokker dived
away from the other two and left them. The re-

maining two made for Lens towardp another F.E.
Lieut. McC followed them. Whilst one of them
was attacking the F.E. piloted by Lieut. 8 (both

machines diving steeply), Lieut. McC dived

towards the attacking machine and fired upon
it. Immediately the Fokker turned to the right

from the other F.E., and dived perpendicularly
towards the ground. It was seen to crash by
No. — Anti-Aircraft Battery."

Short and concise, shorn of the excitement of

the action, is this account of the death of one of

the greatest Germans, the victor of countless com-
bats, at the hands of an English novice who had
been less than two weeks in France. Imagine the

fight in the twilight—^it occurred after 9 p.m.—the

hawk-like dive of the Fokker on to its pre^ the

dash of the other 'plane to rescue its companion,
the spurt of flame from the machine-gun, and the
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long dive of the uncontrolled Fokker to the earth
thon«uidB of feet beneath.

A British officer flew over the lines c ^ jring a
wreath from the officers of the squadron ii. hononr
of their dead foe. The messenger reached the spot
where the interment was to take place as the
fnneral procession wa« on its way, and, circling

above them, he descended and dropped the wreath
as near the grave as possible. Onr enemies, in

return, a few days later dropped a message bag
in our lines expressing their appreciation of our
action.

This dropping of message bags is quite a com-
mon occurrence, for often when either side brings
down a machine they let the enemy know the fate

of the pilot and observer, the extent of their in-

juries, or sometimes even the address where they
are imprisoned. The extent to . which these
courtesies are carried out varies a great deal
according to the locality and the squadrons work-
ing on that front.

Naturally machines engaged in patrol work,
flying, as they usually are, up and down the enemy
side of the line, or round one district especially
favour-rd by the enemy, come in for some heavy
shelling.

On several occasions machines have been shot
down with a direct hit, which, needless to- say,
has blown 'plane, pilot and observer to pieces in
mid-air. The effect of bursting shrapnel on an
aeroplane, when it does no direct damage, is to
cause a violent upsetting of its equilibrium,
the degree of course varying wfth the nearness
of the explosion. A close burst may cause
the machine to nose-dive, stall, or side-slip, the
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exact result depending on the part of the machine
most in line with the aerial disturbance.

Two officers have a very interesting memento of
one heavily shelled patrol which they undertook.
They were flying at a very great height—height is

essential when combating the Fokker—and the
enemy's shells were consistently bursting under
them. Suddenly, to the extreme surprise and
alarm of the occupants of the aeroplane, a
shell fell actually in the nacelle beside Jic
pilot. It fell with no force; just dropped in
and lay at the bottom of the machine without
exploding. Evidently it had been a well-aimed
shell which had reached its extreme range without
exploding and was just falling back to earth. Both
pilot and observer claimed it, but as neither,

rather naturally, would give in to the other, the
" Archie " was cut in half longitudinally, and each
man now owns his share--a memory both of an
exceedingly curious occurrence and a very lucky
escape from a^sudden death.

I
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CHAPTER VII

HBADQUABTBBS

" Hbadquabtbrs " is a fairly large ch&teau, just

out of reach of the enemy long-range guns, an4 is

situated in a tiny village some eight kilometres

from the nearest town—small, possessed of a

cathedral and a town drain, the latter very much
in evidence. It also owns a small shop in the

cobbled square, close beside the aforesaid town

drain, where copies of British periodicals may be

obtained about a week after publication at a charge

approximating to three times that asked in Eng-

land. The owner of the chftteau, being a man of

means and owning another residence elsewhere,

obligingly turned out and left the place in full

possession of Headquarters, so that Ihe men have

little cause to grumble at their billets. All have

a sound roof to sleep under, the clerks have ex-

cellent offices, and the officers an excellent m^ss,

for though they are few, passing generals and
"brass hats" sometimes condescend to pause and
sample the food of the Wing Headquarters.

In addition to a sound roof, the ch&teau has

beautiful grounds—^a good lawn on which to par-

take of afternoon tea, a fine badminton court

on which strenuous games are daily waged, to the

accompaniment of five-franc notes, and last, but by

no means least, a most excellent walled garden, on

the sunny bricks of which at the proper time glow
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rosy peaches and Jnicy peani. For the rest the
^
garden grows things of practical value—things
which have gained fame for the mess all over that
particnla'r part of France-^grown from seed sent
from England, and cnltiyated nnder the superin-
tendence of the Equipment Officer, who, besides
knowing all abont engines and such things, is an
enthasiastic gardener. It is for the sake of these
fresh green cabbages, these succulent lettuce, and
most of all the warm red peaches, that the passing
cars so often pause beneath the red-and-blue light
that overhangs the gate.

The men for their part have a separate bad-
minton court, and a cricket pitch of sorts in the
orchard. That cricket pitch ! Taken in combina-
tion with the demon bowler it is the most dangerous
spot in France. Even the bravest, whose chest is
one blase of many colours gained in the last two
years, has been known to flinch, and finally retreat
from the wicket after a single over.

There is one thing of importance left unsaid;
the ch&teau owns a billiard table—a table old and
worn with the wear of many years, a battered
veteran deserving respect and to be left in peace,
but nevertheless a billiard table. What if three
parts of the cloth are gone, what if the slate fjeems
to have been 'led for a machine-gun target, what
if the solitr > is tipless, the rest a mere Landle
Without th >. , and the balls missing, it still re-
mains a bil, > table and a link with respectability
and civilisation, which places that headquarters
miles above all others.

As to the officers themselves—the Wing Com-
mander is a man young in years, but an officer who
joined the Gorps on formi^on. He has a passion
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for bomb raids, bridge and badminton, thinks his

Wing the best in France, and rides straight. I

think I am right in saying that his Wing has won
more distinctions than any other wing in Prance

—

the V.O., several D.S.O.'s and M.C.'s galore hav-

ing fallen to officers of his squadrons, in addition

to many foreign decorations, including the Medaille

Militaire, the Order of St. Anne, and the Order of

St. Stanislaus. Moreover, Immelmann fell to a

pilot of this wing.

The Equipment Officer, also a member of the

Corps from the beginning, who has risen to his

present position from the ranks, is, as already

stated, first and foremost a gardener. He has a

passion for peaches, pears and parsley, and an

intense hatred of caterpillars and slugs. His

favourite method of awarding punishment is to give

a man fatigue, and send him to pick caterpillars

from the cabbages. Apart from his agricultural

propensities, he runs the mess, being a marvel in

this respect also. He also runs round to squadrons

inspecting their transport and aeroplanes, and can

instantly produce a new car or a second-hand com-

pa«8 from nowhere.

The Adjutant is an unfortunate being who reads

endless uninteresting correspondence, censors

countless illegible and lengthy letters, makes out

orders which are always contradicted later, and
generally makes a nuisance of himself, and is fre-

quently told so. He sits by the telephone ail day,

and uses it in his sleep all night. When he can he

rides, fishes (very rarely) in a stream hard by, or

'^ plays badminton. Together with the Interpreter

he collects large spiders in the vain hope of de-

stroying a few of the countless thousands of flies
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which inhabit the mem and commit suicide in the
milk and mustard.

The Interpreter naturally is French, and of
great use when the E.O. sets out foraging for the
mess. He is an expert at badminton, and rides

courageously considering his small experience.
There is one person who must not be forgotten,

and that is Percy. Percy started his career as
batman to the Wing Commander, but owing to a
difference of opinion, he was suddenly ejected from
that position and assumed that of cook. As a bat-
man he was a failure ; as a cook he is a treasure

—

his savouries are excellent—on active service.

With the exception of the Wing Headquarters,
the village is a peaceful place, where soldiers are
not, and which the breath of war seems to have left

untouched. It consists of a few estaminets, a
couple of farms, a few cottages, and two or three
ch&teaux, which all line the cobbled street. In
one of the ch&teaux abides the only other British
militcjy resident—the A.P.M., an old soldier of
much service, who patrols the road on a motor-cycle
on the look-out for prey in the shape of officers joy-
riding, deserters, or vehicles moving at an excessive
speed. The Major knows all things and all places,
from the boot shop at B and the Bue de la Gen-
darmerie to the estaminet at P -. Truly he has
marvellous opportunities. He frequently visits

Headquarters, talks interminably but interestingly,

and has a new motor-cycle every week. It is good
to make a friend of him, and think of the future.

Thus a^e Headquarters and some of those found
in its precincts.
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CHAPTER VIII

ABTILLBBY OBSBBVATION

If one branch of the Army has benefited more than
another by the introduction of aircraft into the

art of war, that branch is the Artillery. The
^nners woold be the last to deny that their

tremendous success in the present war is in a large

measure due to the machines and men of the

B.F.O., who may in truth be called the eyes of the

guns. Batteries are ranged on to targets many
miles ofF and completely invisible to the gunners

themselves; hostile batteries, cunningly concealed,

are picked out from the air and an inferno of shell

directed on to them, eftectually silencing them and
relieving the bombardment of the trenches; guns

are directed on to targets which suddenly present

themselves, invisible, except from the air—large
bodies of troops in the open, convoys of stores and
ammunition, trains disgorging men at a station,

all these are dealt with by means of an emergent^

call from the air which directs every battery in the

neighbourhood to fire on the target. All this was
impossible before the advent of the aeroplane, and
in praising the accui^icy and marvellous shooting

of the artillery, the work of the Corps which makes

these marvels possible should not be forgotten.

Observation machines carry both pilots and
observers, and are all fitted with wiroleas; but

on many occasions the pilot alone directs the
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operations and signals the results of the shots to the

w battefies for whom he is observing.

J
Before setting out for an artillery observation

flight, the officer who conducts it usually has an

interview with the 0.0. of the batteries for whom
he is working, and arranges any little details of

signalling which will simplify the work. He then

returns to his aerodrome, gete his altitude, and

proceeds to the scene of action, where he identifies

his target, and, flying in a figure of eight between

target and battery, sends out a call to say that he

is ready—that is if the exact position of the target

is known to the Artillery. He then directs them

to send a few sighting shots, and signals the posi-

tion of the bursts in relation to the target. At

last, when the firing is to his satisfaction, or a

direct hit has been obtained, he signals for battery

fire on the objective. When the target has been

dealt with to his satisfaction, he directs the guns

to train on target number two, and so on, until all

his targets have been satisfactorily dealt with, when

he returns to his station.

Needless to say, the enemy is constantly on the

look out for machine observing for artillery, and

the lot of the unprotected pilot is no enviable one.

Not only miut he keep in the same neighbourhood,

undisturbed by " Archies " however dose they may

burst, but he must, whilst mancBuvring to avoid

them, keep a constant eye on the battery in case

they signal to him, and' watch carefully to see how

close the shells burst to the target. Generally a

pilot-observer watches for the flash of his own guns

fed then transfers his ga«e to the target in antici-

pation of the bursting shell. He has also to control

his machine. If in addition to this he is suddenly
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attacked by an enemy aeroplane his position is n«t
to be envied. In the early days of the war, when
the pilot was often alone, observation had per-

force to be dropped whilst the hostile machine was
dealt with; but nowadays, with both pilot and
observer in a machine, observation often actually
continues whilst a fight is also in progress.
In the event of an escort being provided, the fight-
ing machine naturaUy deals with any Huns who
approach in the hope of stopping operations.

Sometimes an extraordinarily good and fleeting
target presents itself to the view of the observer
in the air. It may be of any nature, but should
it be of sufficient importance all other work is
dropped for the time, and an emergency call is at
once sent out, followed by the exact position of the
tMget on the map us€Q by the artillery. Some at
least of the repultant shots are bound to achieve
their object, and great damage is often done in
this way.

Imagine a machine many thousands of feet in
the air engaged on ranging a battery of guns on
to a gun emplacement of the enemy. From their
elevation pilot ^lUd observer can see for many miles,
and among the places within observation is the
station at W. The attention of the pilot, who
is not so closely engaged as the observer, is
attracted to the station by the approach of several
trains one after the other, and the large number
of transport wagons waiting in the yard. He edges
a littie closer in order to get a better view, and
sees that the trains, now at a standstill, are dis-
gorging thousands of troops, who as tast as they
leave the railway are hurried into the waiting
wagons. Assured of the importance of what he
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sees, he draws the attention of the ohgerret to the

spot. That worthy eeizes the sitaation at once,

refers to his map for the exact position of the

station, sends ont the emergency call and map
reference, and stands by to await results. Both the

pilot and the observer impatiently watch the target.

The troops are being hurried off faster and faster

and faster—already some hundreds are gone.

Suddenly, right over the station bursts a shell. Tt

is quickly followed by others, and still more. Bh is

of every calibre pour into toe station, and the sur-

rounding country is covered by a huge pall of

smoke. Gradually the bombardment ceases, and
the smoke slowly clears away. The station is

demolished, the tndns are wrecked, many of the

transport wagons are smashed to pieces, and all

around lie bodies of countless dead and dying men.

The emergency call has achieved its object. In

addition to the damage done, a hardly pressed por-

tion of German trench has been robbed of its relief,

and must inevitably fall. The pilot and his

observer regain connection with their battery and
carry on with the work in hand. This is S typical

incident in the work of an artillery patrol.

In connection with artillery observation, the

work of the Eite-Balloon Sections must not be for-

gotten. These sections are used solely for observa-

tion purposes, and have done much good work in

ranging batteries on to the enemy. Gommonly
known as '^ sausages," the balloons consist of a
sausage-shaped body with a blob on one end, to

which is attached the car containing the observer.

The observer carries with him a telephone, the con-

nection of which runs down the cable holding in the

balloon. Observation posts are established behind
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the lines, and from one of these poiitioni the

" MMage " ascends, carrying with . it an officer

observer. When sufficient altitude has been gained,

no more cable is paid out and observation goes on

in a similar manner to that employed with aero-

planes. It is not commonly known that the queer

shape of these balloons was designed in order to

overcome the spinning motion which takes place

in an ordinary spherical captive balloon, and

which, as well as making observation difficult or

impossible, causes the observer to suffer from severe

** sea sickness." Occasionally the balloon has its

stabilising part shot away, and though it would

still remain in the air, the passenger must signal

to be hauled down as the Eq[)inning soon commences.

In the case of attack by ordinary shell fire the

officer remains at his post as long as possible, only

allowing himself to be hauled down if the fire is

extremely accurate and the whole affair ia ii)

danger of being shot away. Should the connecting

cable be severed and the wind blow the balloon in

the direction of the enemy, the occupant must make
use of his parachute and jump overboard, hoping

to land our side of the line. Occasionally this last

resort does not act, the parachute failing to open,

but generally speaking the passenger safely reaches

earth with little violence. It is computed that

the force of the fall is only equal to that of an

ordinary drop of six feet, and certainly a large

number of lives have been saved in this way.

The officers and men of the K.-B.S. are specially

trained for the work, though many before enter-

ing this section of the B.F.G. graduate as flying

officers, and fly in aeroplanes for some months.

Should an accident or other reason cause tham to
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lose their nerve and become dangerous a« aero-

plane pilots, they often transfer to the K.-B.B.,

where there is no delicate madiine to mani^,
though some of the delights of the air still remain.

It is rarely that a German aeroplane attacks

one of our observation kite-balloons. When a

« sausage" is attacked by aircraft, the general

method is to pour in bullets with the hope of hitting

the observer, or making things so wai'm for him

that the balloon must be hauled down. When the

thing is on the ground, and so presents a trmeir

target, bombs are dropped in the hope of entirely

destroying it. When incendiary bullets are used

the envelope may be pierced and the gases ignited,

causing everything to become a biasing wreck.

Though the Qermans do not often attack our

kite-balloons, the pilots of the B.F.G. on many
occasions have brought down those of the enemy by

direct attack. One of the best examples of this

occurred when Lieut. N destroyed three Boche

balloons on one irfternoon. He charged the first at

its owii elevation of a few thousand feet, pumping

in incendiary bullets as he got within range. When
it seemed that he must inevitably collide with the

« sausage " he " zoomed " the machine, shooting

up into the air and over the enemy. As he passed

over the top be dropped an incendiary bomb which

caused the gases to ignite, and the balloon fei; iu

flames to the ground. The second balloon he

charged in a similar manner, but the buUets alone

caused it to fall in flames. As charged the third

target, the observer, probably having seen the fate

of the two others, caused himself to be hauled down

before he could be damaged. Lieut. N ,
how-

ever, descended to within a few hnndred feet of the

L
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groond, and despite beayy fire dropped two bombi,
the lecond of which ^hitved its object and eet the

balloon alight.

Perhape the work ol the Kite-Balloon Section

is a trifle lees nhowy than that of other departments
of the R.F.G.^bnt it is none the less nsefnl, and it

is easy to realise that n. Uxoil object, flying at a
height of only a few thout' ^d eet, is a much better

target fov Frits when i < (<>eiH nasty than a fast

flying aeroplane at an uhrtiie which makes it

appear a speck in the s. y-
' So mnch for artilleiy ob2 rvariou
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AGAINST TB ) .>DB

As he leures his iUajrters for bo acrodroir the

pi ot shiyeriK. ^t is lew tb»» co •laeiw of the ewly

moiaiiig air uwi tb fore! t Uiif ©t lU, tl ae^ise «f

impendii^ disui^ter laA tut^m &i ^m s to all rir-

men. Hf had flown late tht nig* efor-^ ^ad not

reached his aem^roB ^ until aft rk id hal

endured a severe Bin Ij " Ai ± is, < ^

strafe was more «^^ ere **ven th \n a»>-*i -*A s

a lot. Now Site he wateht^ His ^ixlM \m
wheeled out »in tb<* ' *ngar w icrs what th*j

day will briL fort & T > hivers again.

B ing a scout pli^ be h 'O observer to trouble

about, so -^oon climbs ^nt his place and has the

engine hu imin? He tp*' a his gun mountings,

feels the ontr and a «t gives the signal to

his waiting iiMciittmc'='.

The tiny pusher ?*i!»^s ov the ground for a

sh« I ep&^f and thei rewilly jounds into the air

in iedi*'BC« to he pii<w » touch He is on the early

morn^ ig patrol, nd t^ i scmner he is rdiered th«

be- he "^-l b pleastd. >.

the g eyn*. s of the early morning fields ai:^

roao loom iint »nd iiidistinct below hii) as he

m&kef^ hi wvtj in i direction of the trenchoi. At

last he g the ugl ^^ scars which mark the

uttermost limit of ^ ^narative safety and his post

iu re»« Ued. He croescB into en^ij terrftffl^ and
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wheels parallel to the line. For the next two hoom,
nntil his relief arrives, he will fly up and down a
giyen stretch of front on the look out for anything
that may arrive, and the target of every " Archie "

within range.

Suddenly a faint " Bang! bang! bang! " causes

him to look down, and he sees the morning perform-
ance begin. Three tiny puffs of cottonwool-like

smoke appear below him and the machine shivers

slightly. The range is bad and he pays no regard
to the bursting death. Another cloud appears, this

time above him, and others in front, behind, and
on either side. Each burst is closer to him than
the last, and he pr^ares to manceuvre.
A burst almost under his nose violently

rocks the whole machine ;
'' zip ! '' goes a bullet

through the fabric, and a tiny hole appears in the
plane. *' Archie " has found the range, and it is

advisable to dodge. He puts down the nose of his

aeroplane and drops a couple of hundred feet, zig-

zagging rapidly the while. When the range is

again found he zooms his machine and carries on
until he is at last out of range of the battery. He
has a few minutes' peace before the next battery
picks him up, and the performance is repeated antU
he reaches the limit of his patrol and turns to
retrace his course.

Suddenly, in the midst of a prolonged and
heavy strafe, " Archie " ceases fire, and in the
sudden calm, undisturbed save for the unnoticed
roar of his engine, the pilot has time to look about
him. As he does so he shivers agid^^—ever so
slightly, it is true—a shiver hardly of cold so much
as of a black foreboding. He looks up to see the
evil shape of a Fokker overhead, and as he looks

S4
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she dives and a stream of ballets plays alwut him.

Fokkers, however, are of no importance if properly

handled, and the pilot avoids the plunging fire of

the Hun as he rushes past, 4Uid dives after him,

pouring a leaden stream from his gun. Appar-

ently he has no luck, for the monoplane flattens out

many hundred feet below and retires in the direc-

tion of the Hun aerodrome. Archie " bursts out

again, and the air is 'dotted with puffs of whistling

death as the scout climbs again into the blue of

the morning air.

The pilot glances at his watch ; half his time is

over, and he begins to feel cheerier. "Archie"

has slackened off again, and there are no signs of

waiting Huns in the surrounding sky. He looks

down at the earth 10,000 feet below, all torn and

jagged in the morning sunlight, with patchy of

brilliant green away froLi the trenclfes. Puffs of

smoke arise all along the line, and in his imagina-

tion he can hear the roar of the morning strafe.

An immense cloud of smoke arises, and he recog-

nises the firing of a mine. As the strafe clears off

he can discern the point between the trenches, and

realises that a life and death struggle is being

fought for its possession. It is not so many months

since he took part in a similar affair. He was a

"gravel-crusher" then.

He wakens out of his reverie and looks around.

In the distance are two machines—scouts of a

similar type to his own. They are circling round

some miles behind our lines, appareiitly waiting to

convoy a bomb raid. One by one the bcimb^v

appear, gain their formiEUon, and the whole body

sweeps over the lines a thousand feet or so below

the patrolling scout. He watches them until
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they yanish from right. Every available battery

seems trained on the raiders, and he continues in

peace.

A lew minotes later three black specks appear

on the horizon and rapidly grow larger, until he

reco^ses the latest type of enemy^fighter. Seem-

ingly they have come with the intention of catdUng
the raiders, but have arrived too late. The pilot

knows this and realises that he will now bec<«ie

the object of their attack. He glances at his watch

again. In half an hour his relief will arrive. If

only he can hold out till then ! Half an hour is a
long time in the air. Teh minutes usually suffice

to decide a combat. He realises his only chance,

jams on a drum of ammunition and charges straight

at the nearest Hun.
The three machines separate, but he sticks to his

prey and reserves his fire. There is no time to

manoeuvre. His enemy cpens flre at 100 yards—
a wandering fire that does no harm—but the pilct

holds his peace. Gone are all his forebodings ; his

one derire is to see that malignant black-crowed

machini) burst into flames. At thirty yards he

presses the trigger and a stream of lead and flame

pours from his gun. Bo close is he that he can

see the enemy observer drop forward in his m»i as

he Eooms the machine clear of the impending

collirion. He banks steeply, turns in a second

and empties half a drum into his foe at close

range. The aeroplane bursts into flame, and a

thrill of joy runs through the pilot. It is his first

victim.

However, he has little time to moraliie, tw
both the other machines chacge down on him.

Several Soles appear in the white spread of Us
56
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wings and a sting in his chin niakes him draw his

gauntletted hand across his fac«. It is only a sor-

face scratch—^jast enongh to draw blood and make
him still more anxious to finish off his foes. Dram
after dram of ammanition is fired. His planes are
speckled with holes, bat no vital place has been
toached. Despite his saperior speed he cannot oat-

manoenvre his enemies, for they are two to one and
both clever pilots. With a thrill of horror he
realises that he has placed his last dram of amma-
nition on the gan. It has not occarred to him to

fiee, which he coald easily do, and he prepares for
one last effort before he is helpless. As he swings
hip inachine a stabbing nambness seizes his leg, and
the next instant his left arm falls nseless. Gritting
his teeth he drops the control and leaves the
machine to look to itself. One of his enemies is in

the line of fire, and he poars oat ballets from his

gan. His woanded leg ^ves agonies as he forces it

against the radder-bar; blood is streaming down
his arm and his head is beginning to swim. He is

dimly conscions of his gan jammhig; and now it is

the end of fJie last dram, and he sees a machine
bearing down apon him as in a final whirl he be-

comes oblivions to it all. It is only for a second,
however, uid his senses retam in a dased way. He
is somehow conscions that it is all over, and
wonders why they don't finish him off. He plocks
ap strength and looks ap, and—wonder of wondors

!

—both nightmare shapes are vanidiing in the dis-

tance. He langoidly tarns to seek a solation, and
sees a twin mac^fne to his own. His relief has
arrived, aiid he $ to go.

Waveringl7» ' :ervals of consoioasneM and
oblivion, he returns to his aerodrome. The
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mechanics realise by the flight that uomethlng is

wrong and run out to meet the machine. The pilot

instinctively flattens out and switches off, and as

his "bus" bumps to a standstill he summons up

his failing strength, and murmurs contentedly

:

''Anyhow, I strafed one of the blighters!
"
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CHAPTER X

BOMBING AND PHOTOOBAPHY

"Thb following bombing will be carried out bj
No. — Squadron at night (10 p.m.^ 12 midnight,
and 2 a.m.). At each of these times three machines
will bomb respectively P , C , H ."

Thus the Operation Orders one evening in

France. Quite ordinary orders too, for bomb-
ing is carried out day and night incessantly—by
day with the object of damaging material, by
night chiefly to annoy the Hun and have a bad
^ect on his moral. Bombing by night is usually

carried out on towns and villages known to be
resting-places of the German troops, and it is pajrt

of the work of the B.F.C. to see that the Hun
never rests.

Fritz after a hard spell in the trenches is with-

drawn to some shell-torn vHlage behind his lines

to rast. He enters the ruined house that forms his

billet, and with a sigh of contentment at reaching

such luxury after the miseries of trench life pre-

pares to sleep in peace—a peace undisturbed by
raiding Britons or well-placed minra. He dreams
of home, fair-haired buxom damsels, wUrst and
gauerkraut, and then out of the night comes the

terrta* of the air. A bos»b falls in his billet, ex-

ploding with a terrific report, and doing dam-
age to the already mined walls. Posiribly a
few of hiUi comrades are wounded or killed. Other
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ezplodons take place close by, an^ the whole

yilli^ becomes a mass of roaring Germans. Then

the explosions cease, the noise of engines grows

fainter, and all becomes quiet, but Prita does not

sleep again. His nerves are jangled, all possibility

of sleep is gone, and he momentarily expects to

hear more explosions, heralding the iurrival of yet

another bombing squadron.

Next day he is in a worse condition than after

a night in the trenches, and this continues night

after night until the period of " rest " is over and

he returns to the expected turmoil of the trenches.

But it is the unexpected which harms, the constant

fear of death from the sky which disturbs Prit«'s

peace of mind and causes him to curse our Flying

Corps and all who are concerned with it.

These night raids do little damage to material

except by chance—in this they are comparable to

the Zeppelin raids on England—but the damage to

German moral is enormous ; the days bring much

labour, and the night does not bring the expected

rest; nerves are constantly on the alert listening

for the approach of hostile aircraft which hurl

death from above, and "rest" is a period of

anxious moments which tire more than the firing

of the trenches. No wonder night raids are carried

out BO constantly. No wonder the Hun coins such

choice epithets to hurl at the Corps.

From the aerii^ point of view thinfpi arc

different. A pilot warned for night flying takef it

as he takes everything else—with apparent nnc-on-

cem—It's all in the day's work. He realises that

he will have an unlntei«stlng ride In the dark ; the

danger from " Archie " will be small—an aeroplane

Is a dilBcult target to keep under obaervatlon witii
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a searchlighlr-ftnd the danger from hostile aircraft

will be ginaller still. He realises that he will hare
to find his target in the dark, and that if his engine
fails it will be rough luck. He may also lose his

way and haye to descend at another aerodrome.
In that case he will remain until daylight, and
then rejoin his squadron. The whole journey from
start to finish will be more or less devoid of in-

terest—no " Archies " to dodge, no Huns to fight,

and no possibility of observing much of what
damage is done by his bombs.

He leaves the aerodrome and quickly climbs up
into the darkness. Below him are the very faint

outlines of fields, woods, and villages. Ponds and
streams show more distinctly, and the roads show
faintly through the night. When he has attained

sufficient height, at a signal from the leader he
heads for t^e lines. Over the trenches the star

shells of the infantry may be seen, occasionally {he

flash of a badly concealed gun glints in the dark-

ness, or the exploding bombs of a trench raiding

party cause tiny sparks to glimmer far below.

Probably the enemy, hearing the sound of engines,

will turn on his searchlights and sweep the sky

with long pencils of light. The pilot may be picked

up for a second, and a trifle later the angry '' Bang,
bang, bang" of <' Archie" may be hewd, flring

excitedly at the place where the aeroplane ought

to be but is not ; the pilot has probably dipped and
chttiged his course since he was in the rays of the

searchlight. He may be caught i^;ain for an instant,

and the performance is repeated.

Before long the vicinity of the target is r^Mdied,

and he prepares to drop his bombs. A little before

he is ovw the spot the first bombs will be released,

6i
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for the trajectory of the bomb follows the course

of the machine if the latter keeps on a stnOi^t
course, and when it explodes the aeroplane is still

overhead. Down far below will be seen a tiny burst

of flame; possibly a large fire blazes up, and the

pilot knows that his work is good. He then turns

and repeats his performance until all his bombs
are exhausted, when he turns for home. Bombs
are usually dropped from a low altitude at

night in order to be surer of hitting the target.

Duriog the performance any local searchlif^ts

are turned on, " Archie " gets busy, and a merry
game of hide-and-seek in and out the beams takes

place. If the aeroplane is very low—^and bombs are

sometimes dropped from a height of only a few
hundred feet—it is highly probably that the burst-

ing shells do more damage thau the aeroplane's

bombs, and it is almost impossible to wing an aero-

plane by night.

Oyer the lines the pilot probably meets mare
searchlights, dodges them, and gradually descends.

Below him he sees the aerodromes of the surround-

ing squadrons lighted up for landing purposes. He
then lands, hands his machine over to the

mechanics and turns in.

So much for night bombing. By day it is

different. Though at night it is billets which
usually form the target with the obJK'i of destroy-

ing German moral, by day bombing ^s carried out

for the purpose of damaging specific objects, and
occasionallj they are dami^ed pretty seTerely.

Railroads, dumps of stores and ammuniti(m and
enemy aerodromes .re the favourite targets. The
raiding machines fly in formation, and are sur-

rounded by other machines used solely for {uro-
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tectiTe purposes. All the 'planes meet at a pre-

arranged rendezvous well our side of the line at

a certain time and a given altitude. A Flight

Commander leads the raid, and when he sees that

all machines are in their correct positions he fires

a signal light, and the whole move off to their

objective. Needless to say, such a cloud of aero-

planes presents a tempting target to ''Archie,"

and shells burst all around the raiders.

The bombing machines may carry any number
of bombs.

Although the escorting fighters are primarily

for protective purposes, they usually carry two or

three bombs to use if necessary. Once over the

target the figkters scatter and patrol the neigh-

bourhood, while the bombers discharge their mis-

siles on the objective. Usually, unless anti-aircn^t^ is very heavy, they descend a few thonstad
feet to make surer of the target, and when their

work is completed rise again to the level of the

escort. Beftults can usually be fairly judged by
day—^an ammunition dump, needless to say, quickly

shows if it is hit, and stores soon burst into

flame. Railway stations or junctions show clearly

injury to buildings or overturned trucks, but

tbe damage to the track itself is hard to estimate.

Aerodromes may be bombed for the purpose of

dfistroying enemy machines in their hangars, or

merely in order to spoil the landing by blowing
holes all orer the surface.

It is with great delight that a pilot remarks
in his report that a hostile aeroplane surrounded by
mechanics was about to ascend, but that in^«ad
he had descended to within a few hundred feet and
obtained a direct hit, with the result that ^e
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enemy machine—inelading the rarronnding men—
"seemed to be teverely damaged."

One officer on a bomb raid nw hii chance in
this way, deacended tx> 400 feet under intense riile
fire, 8ucct»ssfolTy bombed the enemy machine which
was just emerging from its hangar, and then tried
to make off. Unfortunately at this moment his
engine petered out, possibly on account of the
enemy's fire, and he had to descend. By skilful
planing he managed to land about three-quarters
of a mile away, in full view of the enemy. Instead
of giving up the ghost and at once firing his
machine, this officer jumped out and, utterly un-
perturbed by the German fire or by the Huns
making across country to take him prisoner, com-
menced to inspect the engine. Luckily he found the
cause of the trouble at once, put it right—it was
only a trifling mishap—adjusted the controls and
swung the propeller. The engine started, he
jumped in with the nearest Hun only a hundred
yards off, and opening the throttle raced over the
ground and into the air pursued by a futile fusillade
of bullets. His engine held out, and he safely re-
gained his aerodrome after having been reported
missing by his comrades. For this escapade he
received the Military Cros»—a well-earned reward.

When all the bombs have been dropped and the
formation resumed, the machines head for home. It
is on the homeward journey that events may be
expected, for time enough has elapsed for the Hun
to detail a squadron to intercept our ratuming
aeroplanes and pick off any stragglers that may fall
behind.

It is a favourite Boche manceuvre to detail
some of his slow machines to entice our fl^toi
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away from the main body, uad when this hai been

accomplithed to attack the remainder with Fokkera,

which dive from aloft on to the bombing macliiiiet.

This trick it now well known, and the flghtem

rarely leave their charges until the latter are in

comparative safety.

Sometimes a Hun of more sporting character

than his brothers will wait alone for the retoming

convoy, hiding himself thousands of feet op in the

clouds until he sees his moment, and singling oat

a machine dive at it, pouring out a stream of ballets

as he falls. Sometimes he achieves his object, and

a British machine fallji to earth, but whatever the

result the Hun does not alter his tactics. He divM
clean through the whole block of machines down
many thousands of feet, only flattening out when
close to the ground. The whole affair is so swift—

Just one lightning dive—that long before a fighter

can reach the Hun the latter is away thousands

of feet below, and heading for home and safety.

Every Fokker pilot knows that once his snri^iBe

dive is over he has no chance against another

machine—the build of the Fokker only allows this

one method of attack—and he does not stop to ai^e
about it. His offensive dive becomes a defensive

one—that is the sole difference.

Sometimes a large squadron of German
machines, composed of various types of aeroplanes,

intercepts a returning forma ion. If it attacks a
grand aerii^ battle ensues. The British fighting

machines spread out in a screen to allow the

bombers a chamie to escape, and then attack

the Huns as they arrive. In one place one Britiidi

aeroplane will be defending itself from two or

three Qerman machines; close by two ot three of
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<< buses vill be ocGopled in sending a Hun

to his death
; elsewhere more equal combats rage,

and the whole sky becomes an aerial battlefield
where machines perform marr^Vous eyolutions,
putting the best trt» k flying o» p^^war days very
much in the shade. No sooner has a pilot accounted
for his foe—either killing him, forcing him to
descend, or making him fhink d.scretion the better
part of yalour—than he turns to the help of a hard-
pressed brother, surprising the enemy by an attack
from the rear or otherwise creating a diversion. A
single shot in the petrol tank proves futal ; loss of
pressure ensues, the engine fails, and the pilot is
forced to descend. He can usually land safely, but
should he be in enemy territory he must fire his
machine and prepare for a holiday in Germany.
Should he be fortunate enough to plane over our
lines little damage is done ; the tank can be repaired
and the aeroplane made serviceable again. But for
the time being he is out of the fight. Sometimes th«
escaping petrol may ignite, and the pilot and
observer perish in the flames—the most terrible
fate of all.

The aerial battle ends in one of two ways—one
side is outmanoeuvred, outnumbered, and has los^
several machines and flies to safety, or, the more
usual ending, both sides exhaust their ammunition
—only a limited quantity perforce being carried—
and the fight is of necessity broken oflf. Meanwhile
the bombing machines have probably crossed the
line in safety and their duty is finished. Should
they be attacked by a stray enemy Ihey are armed
and quite capable of guarding thempelves against
any attack other than one in force.

During these bomb raids photographs of tbei
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tarset are frequently obtained, or thoold the itafl

require photographs of any district paaaed over <hi

the journey they are genermlly secnred by btnabinf

machines. It it wonderful what minute details

may be seen in a photograph taken at a height

of from eight to twelre thousand feet. The camera

is generally attached to the aeroplane, though it

may be used by the observer holding it in his hands

in a more or less ordinarr manner. In appearance

the camera is quite unlike the usual type of lens

and bellows arrangement, and greatly resembles

the cheap fixed focus enlarger used by »me
amateurs. It is fitted with a large aperture lens

and a roller blind shutter working at fairly fast

speeds, thoug; not so fast as would be imagined

when consideang the speed of the aeroplane from

which it is used.

When it is remembered that a single machine

crossing the line is heavily shelled it may be

conceived what an imuiense c<a centration of

" Aichieb ' is made on the rai4« on their txard.

It is remaikable v-hat feeble r re ot -ined

considering the intensity of the • ,:; • 'ment, but

rarely is a machine brought dov Uur gh casual-

ties ni^urally occur occasionally. ; umetimes an

ofticer is hit with remarkable results, and at least

one pilot had an extraordinarily narrow escape

when returning from a raid.

Ueut. C , i»» company with ^Uer pikiU,

had successfully bombed his target a:.v: meanwhils

been heavily shelled, with the result that his engine

was not giving its full number of revolutions, and

he la^;ed a Uttle-behind the rest of the foi (nation.

No hostile aircraft appeared, and all went ell

until he was about to cross the lines, when s (or-
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rifle bombardment waa opened on him. Hedodsed
and turned to the best of hit abiUly, but a wSu-
aimed shot burrt just above him and a piede of an
" Archie " gheU hit him on the head, not seriouilT
wounding him, but knocking him unconscious.
The machine, deprived of the guiding hand, imme-
diately got into a dive, and commenced a rapid
descent from 10,000 feet, carrying the unconscious
pilot with it, to be dashed to pieces on the ground.
Whether the push of air, the sudden increase of
pressure, or the passing oif of the effect of the blow
caused the disabled man to come to his senses is
not known, but when the aeroplane was only a few
hundred feet from the ground Lieut. 0— n-
covered his senses sufficiently to realise his positionand managed to pull the machine up and make a
landing He then lapsed into unconscioumiess
again. Had he remained in his state of coils. ,ehatfa mvnute longer he would inevitably have b^

Another curious case of wounding was that of

if
S* ^T~* I^!"

^** ^'^ returning from a bomb
raid. When flying through the heavUy leUed
sone his machine was hit by a shell, rMch pjuMed
through the floor by the pilot's seat and out attto
top ;»lthout exploding. Lieut. H thought itmust have been very close to his leg, but hlwas

^'^ir.^r?*'? 1^^^ mancBuvring to dodge other
snails that he had no time to think of it He
neared the line and began to plane down,* when

^niir^Kf"*^ **' * '**"*»« ^ faintnesi; but
pulling himself together he landed hU machine,and attempted to get out. It was onT^
that he reaUsed that his leg was shot almost
completely off above the knee-the lower leg was
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merely hanging bj a piece of ddn. Incredible

as it may seem, tiie shell which hit his machine
also tore through the leg—lackily without explod-

ing—onknown to lieut. H . Probably the

force of the blow and excitement of the moment
caused it to pass unnoticed, and the torn nature

of the wound helped to close the arteries and pre-

vent his bleeding to death. He recovered and is

still engaged in doing his duty for the duration

of the war.

THB PHOTOGBAPHIC SBCTION^ B.F.C.

Few people are devoid of all knowledge of things

photographic, but still fewer realise the mnltipiiciiy

of uses to which the camera may be put and the

many ways in which it is employed by the B/oj9l

Flying Oorps.

Normally the use in war of the camera is for

reconnaissance purposes, but though generally con-

sidered—by the uninitiated—to be a more or
less soft and safe Job, aerial photogn^hy under
war conditions is an exceedingly unpleasant duty
to undertake. In the eurly days when the pilot

set out alone with the camera strapped to his

machine, and had to patrol backwurds and for-

wards over a certain area middng his exposures
at exactiy the right moment, dodging "Ardde''
at the same time, and often having a combat
with a Hun machine which objected to his presence
as an interlude in the operations, the photo-

gn^hic reconnaissance was a thing to be av^ded.
Now that more machinn are available, the pilot

who is doing the reconnaissance is gtnenXtj pro-

vided with an escort whose sole duty is to drive

off enenqr aeroplanes which attempt to intorfere
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with the operation. Neverthelew, " Archie " con-
tinnes to strafe merrily, and the photographer hai
to endure it without any means of retaliation
until his Job is finished and he is free to return to
his aerodrome.

Photographing a town is no eaqr task, inyolTing
as it does many journeys into the air and often the
exposure of several hundred plates. Even after the
pilot has covered the whole of the requisite ground
and obtained all the necess&ry negatives, there is
still an immense amount of work to be done by the
photographic section.

Many towns in Egypt have been photographed
by this method, and owing to the clearness of the
atmosphere the results are of unparalleled ex-
cellence, photographs taken from 8,000 feet showing
even the tracks of the aeroplanes on the sand of
the aerodromes and the very spray of waves
breaking on the reefs.

AJter the war it is certain that the Photographic
Section B.P.C. will develop enormously.

MirilllU'iTi



CHAPTER XI

PBB ABDUA AD ASTRA
•• Five o^clock, sir !

"

The weary pilot turns in his bed, yawns and
inquires about the weather. He mutters a curse

when he hears that the weather is good—ideal for

instruction, in fact—for he is an instructor pilot

of a training squadron, and must needs be up be-

times to take advantage of the calm <^ the earlj

morning. A rough morning means an extra thrw
hours in bed, but in the ideal winter disMkie of

Egjrpt such mornings are few and far betweoi.
The sky is just flushing with dawn as he turns

out and makes his way to the aerodrome. The
huge doors are already open and a machine is bdng
wheeled out. few minutes later the roa. of the
engine wakes the silence, and a cloud oi sand ki

thrown up by the draught from the ^opeller. Thmt
the noise ceases and the quiet stillnefls of the eariy

morning settles again.

By twos and threM sleepy-eyed pupils uri^ro

on the scene, dad in a miscellany of garments, for

dress regulations are not too strictly adhered to

on early morning flying. Other ini^jfuctors arrive,

fresh machines are brought out, and the whole
aerodrome becomes a scene of great activity. Poon
a 'plane Ukea the air to sample the morning,
and it is easy to see by the st^ndiness of its fli|^t

that not a current exists in the upper regions.
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Thii ii a squadron where a certain number <rf

pupils are already flying solo, and it is durfng these
first solo flights that a beginner's nerve is most
tested. On this occasion, however, the instructor
wishes to take up a new machine to test before
handing it over to one of his pupils to try his skill
on. Galling out to one of the waiting pupils to
put on helmet and goggles and jump in-—for the
chance of giving experience in the air is never
neglected—the pilot climbs into his seat and soon
has the engine giving its preliminary roar. Satis-
fied that all is well with the engine, he waves the
waiting mechanics aside, and the machine glides
over the sandy aerodrome, leaving a cloud of sand
in its wake. Almost imperceptibly he takes her
oif the ground and climbs in wide circles. At
present he does not indulge in stunts ; elevation is
necessary for the safe performance of fancy flying.

Below him he sees the aerodrome, distinguish-
able amidst the surrounding sand by the tracks
made by the aeroplane wheels. Machines stand out-
side the hangars, two crawl over the ground, one
about to ascend, the other just having completed a
flight. Palm groves dot the country, which is inter-
sected by irrigation canals. Soon the sandy area
is left, and below is a vast area of fresh greei* with
myriads of ditches gleaming in the sun. As fiur as
the eye can see this intense green prevails, the
green fertile land of the Nile Delta. Everything is
flat. Even from the elevation of a few hundred
feet no hills or even knolls are visible.

The freshness of the morning air just being
warmed by the newly-risen sun intoxicated the
pilot, and he rises higher and higher untU his
aneroid registers 8,000 feet. Here he feels safte,

7»
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Per Ardua ad Astra
and proceeds to teat his machine. Pirrt a steeply-
banked turn to the left, then to the right. Next
ne climbs the aeroplane so steeply that she stalls
and drops tail foremost. The passenger turns
round with a frightened look in his eyes, but calms
own when he receives a smile of assurance from

tne pilot. The machine recovers herself in a few
hundred feet, and the pilot steadies himself for a
loop. Before doing so he touches the passenger on
the shoulder and signifies his intention, for he isa kindly instructor and does not wish to " pat the
wind up » the pupil. Then he pushes the control
lever well forward, the machine dives almost ver-
tically, and at the right moment is pulled back and
over, and on to an even keel again. The passenger
has a momentary view of the whole earth turning
a somersault, the engine is first below and then
above him, everything reels, and he gives himself
up for lo8t-*nothing on earth can prevent an awful
crash—and then suddenly realises that it is all
oyer, and he is still alive. The si^dden relief causes
him to be violently sick, and the pilot decides that
it is time to return home. They reach the aero-
drome at a height of several thousand feet, and a
steep spiral which again causes the unhappy pupil
to give up hope brings them well down. The engine
is throttled back, the nose of the plane dips, the
earth rushes up and the machine rumbles over the
ground to a standstill. Pilot and pupU get out,
the latter trying to appear m though he had
enjoyed it.

Satisfied that the machine is fljing well the
instructor picks out a pupil who is well advanced
and tells him to qiake his first solo—a generous
order, as a first solo often means at least a crashed

'
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under-carriage. The pnpil enten the machine, and

at last nithei over the sand into the air. He iteera

a good conrse round the aerodrome, not climbing on

hii tarns or committing any Tery glaring faolts,

and finally throttles back and commencet hie glide

to earth. All goes well nntil he is within an ace of

landing, when he flattens out a trifle too late and
bumps up into the air. Luckily he keeps his head,

opens his throttle, and reaches ground safely,

though he bumps over the aerodrome like a cat on

hot bricks.

''More landings" is the instructor's mental

comment, and he proceeds to take up another pupil

and give him dual instruction. A heavy-handed

one this—one never likely to make a good pilot. By
the time the instructor has taken him in hand for

ten minutes he has shouted himself hoarse in vain

efforts to make his voice heard above the noise of

the engincv and saved the pupil from imminent

death at least, three times.

So it continues. In Egypt flying often com-

mences in the early morning and continues

throughout the day, with only a rest for a couple

of hours at midday when the air becomes too bumpy
for instruction.

Long before the end of the day the pilot is get-

ting pale and hollow-eyed with the strain of con-

tinuous instructing in the air—sometimes as much
as seven hours a day actual flying.

As he stands on the Tarmac outside the

hangars in the cool of the evening watching

his latest soloist perform, he suddenly stiffens,

and his gase concentrates on the machine in

the air. To the casual observer everything is

normal, but his trained ear has caught the sound
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Per Ardua ad Astra
of a failing engine. At he watchei, the machine
talli, lide slipt, half recovera, and tnrni into a
nose dive. She is falling behind the hangan, and
ai the pilot commences to run he hears the crash
as the machine reaches earth. Calling for the
ambulance and shouting for everyone to keep back
where they are, he rashes roand the shed. A
tangled heap of wreckage lies on the sand. The
machine has fallen practically perpendicularly, the
planes have folded back, the fuselage has doubled
up, ribs peer through the torn fabric, and a tangled
mass of iron represents the engine. Standing by
and looking very white is the erstwhile pUot.
I>espite the awful crash he has escaped unhurt, as
is often the case. Beyond a shaking he is quite fit,

and in a fearful funk as to what his instructor will
have to say. The latter is so relieved to find his
pupil safe that he reUeves his feelings by giving the
unfortunate pupil one of the severest jacketings he
has ever had. The pupil is duly penitent and very
much ashamed of himself; also he has not the
slightest desire ever to fly again—for the time being.
Tomorrow he will be as keen as ever.

For the night, however, the instractor decides
that enough has been done, and dismisses all his
pupils. The day has been an average one. He has
done about five hours' flying, has tormented his
soul with ahxiety for the pupils whose lives are in
his hands

; he is tired out, and knows that the same
performance must be repeated on the morrow.
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CHAPTER XII

I:.

A SLACK DAY OVEBSBAS

It must not be thought that all daj8 are flying daye
in France, though indeed it is few on which ome
sort of aerial work does not take place. A typical

"slack day" is not, as many may think, one on
which the wind blows strongly and the rain comes
down—^it needs a very bad wind to prevent tome
pilots taking the air—but more of the dull, grey,

misty type when one cannot see much more than a
hundred yards or so through the haze, and the

clouds, though not actually pouring their substance
on the earth, are only a few hundred feet above the

ground. On these days flying is impossible; the

pilot would be quite unable to find his way about,

and even should he essay to steer by compass—an
almost impossible task to do with sofficient

accuracy—he would find himself utterly unable to

see anything either on the ground or in the air,

the sole object of his flight. On these days, then,

work must be done at home, and all machines
undergo thorough inspection, adjustments are

made, and the pilot has any pet fitting he may
fancy attached to his aeroplane.

After a limited number of hours flying the

engine is taken out and overhauled—thoroughly

taken down, cleaned, new parts fitted and toned
up to perfection before being put back. Each wire

and cable has a certain lite and shows certain
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igiu of decay; at the least qrmptom of wearing
out it mait be replaced. Holes appear in the fabric
of the winga; these must be patched, or rain will
find its way into the interior, rot the fabric, rust
the wires, and decay the ribs. The bracing wiws
which keep planes and fuselage properly adjusted
need truing up with great frequency, and the
whole dimensions of the aeroplane must be checked
as often as possible. After a certain length of
time in the air the whole machine—like the engine—
must be overhauled. Constant supervision Is
requisite in order to get the most out of the aero
plane with the greatest safety to pilot and observer,
and it is chiefly oh these slack days that the little
bits of work that mean so much to all concerned
can be done.

Of course, there is another side to the day, and
the perfect Squadron Commander who always has
his machines in good order thinks of the welfare
of his men, and usually organises something which
takes the minds of officers and men alike off the
monotony of the daily round. Sports may
occupy the afternoon, and a concert in the evening
will bring visitors from all the surrounding air
stations like flic's to a honeypot. During the
summer there are very few non-flying days, so that
naturally football reijjns supreme during the slack
afternoons on winter days. Sometimes matches
are arranged with neighbouring squadrons if they
are close enough to make transport easy, but the
general thing is an inter-flight competition, in
which each flight plays all the others. Half-hour
games are the rule, so that the whole set can be
played off in one strenuous afternoon, N.C.O.'s and
man entering wholeheartedly with great rivalry
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into the Affair, and tue offlcen backing iip thdr
flighto and taking it in tnrni to act aa referee.

The footbali ie not of a very high order, bot plenty

of ezerdae and giye and take are indulged in, the

minds of all concerned are taken off their woi^,

and, greatest of all, it helps to keep the men fit.

The work of the B.F.O. in France does not call

for too much vigorons exercise, and these after-

noons are splendid tonics for everyone. In
England, especially un aerodromes where training

is in progress, the mechanics get plenty of ezerdse

running out to start up the engine of some bq|iniMr

who in landing has "lost his prop." through
misjudgment. All sports, too, are encouraged,

especially running and swimming, for men of the

B.F.O. do not hare the long route marches which
help so greatly to keep the infantryman fit.

After football, probably the most popular

sporting event is a boxing tournament, and spar-

ring of a very high class frequently ti^es place in

these squadron affairs. A ring is soon fixed up in

one of the hangars, or even in the open aerodrome,

contests are arranged for the various weights, and
with officers to Judge, the men are soon going

hammer and tongs. Short contests—^three rounds

of two minutes each—^are generally the rule, but

there is no dodging about and unnecessuy foot

work to waste time. During the whole round both

men are hard at it, plenty of give and take, some
good boxing, more vigorous hammering for the

pure love of the primitive iugtlnct to fig^t, but no
waiting and dodging and other efforts to gidn time.

The spectators indulge in chaff freely at the ex-

pense of the boxors, but it is all good-humoured

—

as free from animosity as are the blows exchanged
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in the ring. A Onome engine cylinder makei an

excellent gong, and time ia aonnded in a manner
appropriate to the Gorpf.

The evening ii nraally given op to an im-

promptu concert. Offlceni from neighbouring

sqaadroni arrive for dinner—for moat qnadront
run a mess in more or less cirilised fashion—and

afterguards a hangar or other convenient building

is crowded with men, a violin or other instrument

appears from somewhere, and the Bergeant-Major

announces that 2nd A.M. B will oblige with

"The Bosary." Many papers have given repro-

ductions of weird songs purporting to be composed

and used by men of the B.F.G., but, personally,

after nearly three years with the C^rps, the wriUae

has not hewrd any of them, though he must say he

has seen cuttings from the said papers hung up
in billets as curiosities. The old sentimental

songs and the latest biis from the revues generally

fill the programme, mixed with recitations of the

nature of "The Green Eye of the Little Yellow

God " and humorous parodies of " Excelsior " and

the " Village Blacksmith." It is rarely that a new
song is heard ; it would probably be received badly,

however good it might really be. Old favourites

are best, and if they possess a rollicking chorus,

so much the better. Those who have not heard a

few hundred healthy men singing the last chorus

to "Way Down in Dixie" as an end up to an

evening concert have missed much, and should

rectify the omission at the earliest opportunity.

Needless to say, " God Save the King " comes

at the last, sung in a stately manner very different

from that in which the choruses have been rolled

out, accompanied by a squealgr violin, a wheei^
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concertina, and a rather liquid cornet, the whole
body of men meanwhile standing as if each in-
dividual had swallowed the barrack-room poker

And so to bed. Oificers reacli the mess to have
just one more " before going into the cold nisht

air to return to their squadrons, or to make them
sleep well, as the case may be ; and as the voice of
the orderly sergeant is heard going round with
constantly repeated orders to "Get those lights
out," the pilots and observers wander to their
quarters to slumber peacefully, untroubled by
thoughts of bombs and Boches; let them wait till
the morrow. "Sufficient unto the day is the evil
thereof."
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CHAPTER XITI

OTHER PLACES—OTHER METHODS

THE R.P.C. IN THE BAST

The morning papers and Press generally give one
the impression that there is a big war in Europe
and a few little skirmishes in other parts of the
world; consequently few people realise that war-
fare in semi-civilised lands, waged in a very
civilised manner, is at least as terrible as the affair

in Europe, and very frequently has added risks

and unpleasant conditions that make it desirable
to be in France rather than East Africa, Meso-
potamia, or even Salonica or Egypt.

I Lave little hesitation in saying that more men
would prefer to transfer from these fronts to
Flanders than would those men who have tasted
each scene of activity like to return to the East.
The "Call of the East" is all very well when
unaccompanied by hardship and hourly danger of
death; but wh^n the heat, sand, mosquitos and
biting insects innumerable are supplemented by
the latest products of Essen and the flower of the
Turkish Army supported by hordes of Bedouins
and other semi-savage denizens of the desert
thirsting to take one's life in the most horrible of
ways, the East becomes a more unpleasant problem
to tackle. And though the Army as a whole hag
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received so little recognition for these vast con-
flicts against man and nature, the Eoyal Flying
Corps might almost be nonexistent for all that
one sees of its doings in the Press. Not that the
R.P.C. wishes or needs advertisement, but a word
of recognition in doe season ^nconrages everyone.

The following happenings may serve to illus-

trate a few of the daily events which fall to the
lot of the R.P.O. in the East—dangers which the
pilots of the West may sleep without dreaming of.

One ever-present dread is the risk of a forced
landing in the desert miles away from any outpost,
either Turkish or British, without water, except
for the small supply carried by all pilots who fly

over the desert, without shelter of any kind from
the burning sun which may send a man mad in a
few hours, and without the slightest hope of ever
reaching a habitation. No food is found in the
desert, except a very little stunted shrub—<uly
miles on miles of golden, undulating sand, broken
by .huge grey boulders and occasionally by the
dried-up bed of a one-time river. Nothing except
the pitiless sun by day and the cold, ghastly moon
and glittering stars by night. If figures are seen
approaching it would probably be better to remain
unseen, for a horrible death at the hands of these
wandering tribesmen is all that may be expected.
The only hope lies in the aeroplane which is always
sent out to search for the machine which becomes
overdue, the pilot landing and taking his stranded
companion home as best he may, the crippled
aeroplane being first set on fire.

One machine sent out on rescue work of this
nature only arrived in time to see the end of a
tragedy. An aeroplane returning from a daaert
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reconnaigsance was forced to land in the def^rt

owing to engine trouble. The rescning pilot

located what seemed to be a wrecked aeroplane, and

vanishing in the distance was a compa'^y of

Bedouins mounted on camels. He landE and

proceede<l to the wreck which had been hacked

to pieces with swords. Many empty cartridge

cases and a jammed Lewis gun with a half-ex-

pended drum still in position showed that the pilot

and observer had put up a good fight. Confused

tracks led away from the machine and at last

ended by a large rock near which the mangled

remains of two bodies were found, absolutely

severed limb from limb and carved into pieces.

Revolvers with empty cases still in the chambers

lay at the foot of the rock where the two had made

their last stand. It will never be known how many
of the enemy died first as the Bedouins carried

their casualties off with them, but the many empty

cases told their own tale, and no doubt exists that

the lives of these two officers cost the enemy dearly.

On the occasion of another forced landing an

officer pilot and mechanic observer came down into

the desert. The damage to the machine being

beyond their resources to repair, they proceeded to

wait for succour. At sundown the expected machine

had not arrived, so they collected their water—

a

little over a gallon in all—fired the machine, and

with the aid of a compass set out towards their

lines. For two days they travelled over the scorch-

ing sand, drinking their precious water drop by

drop. At the end of that time the water was nearly

all gone; with luck and all the remaining water

one might possibly win through. That night the

officer blew his brains out, leaving a note bidding
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hia mechtuic take all the water and go on. He
died to save the man, who, it is consoling to think,
in view of the great sacrifice, got through.

Another pilot was forced to descend in the sea
near Gaza. He left his machine and swam ashore,
only to be met by a Turkish patrol. Sooner than
be taken prisoner he plunged into the sea again
and landed a mile or so down the coast. As he was
resting he again saw Turks Approaching, and once
more took to the sea. That night he stayed on
shore in peace, but in the morning on attempting,
to resume his journey by land the presence of the
enemy made him put out to set . Twice that day
he attempted to land, and eaoh time wa« soon
forced to take the water again. At last, when he
reached land for the third time towards evening,
utterly exhausted and incapable of carrying on any
longer, he fell in with an Australian patrol and was
safely escorted back to the lines.

On one occasion it was found necessary to send
out a small desert column of the Imperial Camel
Corps and Boyal Engineers to a remote town in the
desert, at which place it was suspected that a
hostile force w. ^ concentrating. A flight of the
Royal Plying Corps was detailei*. to watch over this
column and reconnoitre the surrounding country
daily. When the column had arrived at its des-
tination aiid was about to commence its main
object—the destruction of a large number of wells—
it was discovered that the wells were more
numerous than had been supposed, and that in-
sufficient gun-cotton had been carried by the
column to enable them to do the necessarv work
of demolition.

To add to the difficulty the rations and water
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supply were very limited, and it was essential that

the force should leave the town two days after it

had reached there, thus not giving any time to

obtain gun-cotton from the nearest depot. Had the

wells not been dep+royed the obiect of the column

would not have been accomplisLed, and the expedi-

tion would have been a complete failure.

One of the reconnaissance machines seeing a

signal from the column found a suitable spot in

the vicinity and landed. The pilot hearing of the

position volunteered with another pilot to fly back

to the base and obtain 300 lbs. of gun-cotton that

evening. The offer was accepted and the machines

flew back, a journey of nearly 1.% miles, to the base.

The pilots obtained the necessary stores from

Ordnance, placed them in the observers' seats of

their machines, and fl**w out into the desert again.

7.2 a forced landing had occurred it is possible

that the pilots would not have been found even if

they had succeeded in landing safely, which would

have been doubtful owing to the rocky nature of the

country. But both mn^Lines arrived safely at the

destination. Half the wells were blown up the

same evening and the work completed on the fol-

lowing morning. The column achieved its object,

and another successful minor operation had been

carried through.

A:iother episode in connection with the same
operations occurred when an Australian trooper

fell ill of typhoid. His condition was critical, and

the Medical Officer reported that unless he reached

hospital and received proper treatment within

twenty-four hours he had no hope of the man's life

being saved. As the nearest hospital was over iOt'

miles away across barren and waterle.j8 des^i; it
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seemed impossible that the man coiild be given his
chance.

As it happened an aeroplane landed at this spot
to report on certain things seen oa a reconnaissance.
On hearing the condition of the sick man the
observer volunteered to remain with the desert
column, and the pilot arranged to take the sick man
as his passenger. The journey was accomplished
safely, and the man reached hospital the same
evening and his life was saved.

That East Africa can provide sensations the
following incident shows.
A reconnaissance machine having failed to re-

turn, another pilot was sent out to look for it—
rather a vain task in a country overgrown with
forest and matted jungle growth. After a long
search this officer noticed a large herd of elephants
in the jungle, seemingly furiously attacking some
object. He descended to within a few hundred feet
before he grasped the fact that it was the missing
aeroplane which was being torn to pieces by the
infuriated beasts. Subsequently, when the whole
story ^-^ane known, it was found that the missing
pile. en forced to come down, his engine
harl^ .a out, and he landed in the most acces-
sible piece of jungle. Whilst attempting to repair
his engine—vain work, for he would not have been
able to rise again—he was attacked by a herd
of elephants who charged down upon the—to
them—strange beast. The pilot wisely fled
and took refuge in the nearest tree, from which
position he watched the destruction of his beloved
machine.

At last the elephants, satisfied as to the death of
the intruder, moved oflf, and the pilot determined
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to pass the night in the tree before attempting to

reach camp in the morning. This, however, proved

a vain determination, for with the departure of the

elephants a leopard arrived, and he again had to

^ove off, frightening the leopard away with his

revolver.

All that night he wandered, steering by com-
pass, and at early day was again disturbed and
had to take refuge in a tree from lions. These left

him in peace, and all went well until he reached a
river, in swimming which he had a narrow escape

from a crocodile. He then spread his clothes in the

sun to dry, and fell asleep in the shade of the trees.

He was awakened by the chattering of a crowd of

baboons, which on his stining himself made off

into the forest, taking most of his clothes with
them. For the rest of the day he pressed steadily

through the bush towards the aerodrome, tearing

himself on thorns, suffering agonies from the heat,

and in momentary dread of meeting more wild
beasts.

Eventually, worn out, he fell asleep on the

ground, where he was found by friendly natives

who carried him into camp.
These and similar happenings are daily events

in odd corners of the world.

Mesopotamia has furnished chances for many
brave deeds which have been performed, amongst
the most notable of which was a flight over a
tremendous distance covered with hostile troops,

from the British lines near Bagdad to the Russian
forces in the neighbourhood of Kermanshah.

In India on the N.W. Frontier the B.F.C. has
done invaluable work in the numerous little affairs

with the hill tribes, and on at least one occasion a
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flight of aeroplanes has bi^en the sole force used to

disperse a native mob, the machine-guns from the

air, aided by a few bombs, causing the hillmen to

fly in disorder with many casualties.

Salonica, too, has been the scene of much aerial

work, and the country has been of the very worst

for the airman forced to descend. On this front

co-operation with the French Flying Corps has

been carried out to a very great extent. It is hard

to single out instances for mention when so many
notable deeds come to light.

At a certain place during the summer of 1915

was a rather quiet—in fact, unusually quiet for a
Canadian—fellow who had been sent down to learn

observing. Someone in authority had thought him
not quite good enough for a pilot, but as he seemed
keen on the air, he was given a chance of becoming
an observer, and after he had gained experience in

that way he might possibly be trained as a pilot.

He was rather disappointed at the prospect of

having to wait for perhaps a year before he took

his ticket, but made the best of a bad job and con-

tented himself with telling those who were stationed

there with him what he would do when he was given

his own machine to look after. He had thoroughly

made up his mind to win the V.C. and possibly

several other decorations, and his fellow officers

were quietly amused at his confidence, though it

was all without the slightest swank that he made
these remarks.

Time went on, and those who learnt to fly dur-

ing that summer f<^rgot all about the Canadian
who was becoming an observer. Some were killed,

others became missing, and probably one and all

had forgotten him, until one day the papers seemed
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suddenly to be filled with the doingi of a Oanadlra
airman, Captain Bishop who was none other than
the obeenrer who wai not good enough to fly during
1915. The last time he wae seen by the writer waa
tn the B.P.O. Clnb, and he was wearing the
ribbons of the V.O., D.8.0. . ud M.O. he had amply
fulfilled the promises he had made to us in the
summer two years before.

Among many wonderful deeds, probably his
most thrilUng was about the time of the great battle
round Ypres during 1917, when he set out on his
own to see how he could annoy the Huns. He
began the day by patrolling the roads and canals
and scattering any troops he could see by fire from
his machine-gun. He then visited an aerodrome,
and woke the Huns by dropping a few bombs on
the hangars. Having thoroughly aroused them, he
went further on and continued his game of annoy-
ing the enemy cavalry. Then, by way of a change,
he raced after a couple of enemy fighters which
he saw in the distance, and after an exciting com-
bat shot one down and chased oif the other. Find-
ing nothing else to ^o ho returned to look at his
doings on the aerodrome, and found t , the
machines werf being roup' out for the day's
work. He promptly dropi a .ew bombs, and
dived his machine, firing at
as he did so. An aerophtu-
him away, but before it wji

it down and killed the obse
tried to start up, but was sU

^

it could leave the earth. B\
place was practically desesi:*

round firing his macMne-giin ii

then, all his ammunifion expenc
G 89

a
.>e men on the ground

srM to ^ 't off to chase
^i^ in tiie air he shot

Another machine
4 by a bomb before
lis time the whole

eo Bishop flew

the hangars and
lei* for home.
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Not A bad beginniog for the dBy*» work, for lie

wai oat again before the evenHnfj cam^
Another air V.O. wtm Bergeant Mottenhead.

During an aerial combat hit machine was aet on

fire on the other aide of the linei. It waa hopelen

to continue the combat, ao he Met hit note for home
and tried to deacend. He waa in a puaher type of

aeroplane, bo the flamei) blew away from him, bat

the heat waa intei^se. Hia obeerver, who waa
in a slightly bet 'r position, took the fire ex*

tingnisher and sprayed Motlershead and the bar»>

ing machine, and gradually they descended. Bj
the skill of the pilot, and because of his remarkable

bravery and derotion to duty, the machine landed

safely and the observer, Lieut. Gower, waa saved,

but Mottershead died almost immediately from his

terrible bums.
These deeds can be multiplied indeflnitety—'in-

deed, a whole book could easily be filled with the

brave efforts made by the ofBlcers and men of the

Oorps ; but this book purports to be a slight descrip-

tion of the work of the Corps, and such a regivnt
ne^s no words to describe its prowess. By d>

it will gain its name, and so in the futu>:t) it \ ^
keep it.
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GHAPTEB XIV

THB 8T0BM

Tr^ ilot wat young—not that that made him more
r jle amongst a corps of yoong men—and waa
t to go overseag for the flitrt time. He waited
at the depAt from where no many pilota proceed
OTerteaa, and as he waited a great desoUtion swept
over him. It would have been easier if he had been
going over with a squadron of others, but he was
going over alone to replace a casualty, and the
feeling that he was to replace a dead man did not
help to cheer him up. All around him were aero-
phuies at many types, big and smaU, scouts,
fighters, and reconnaissance machines, all waiting
to be taken over in the course of the next few days.
He was taking a single-seater fighting 'plane, one
of the best of the day, for he was a good pilot,
and Ukely to do well.

As he waited for his machine to have the finish-
ing touches put to it and the gun fitted, he thought
of the times that had gone by, the early days of
the war when he trained as an infantryman, the
last days at home before Us K'g1m«nt—a jolly
crowd—went over to the real thing, ti;e da^ ^ in the
trenches, a memory of mud, water and' anxious
waiting, culminating in a rush across a bullet-
sw^t piece of ground and a stinging pain in his
armr-j«8t a mere Blighty—and then, later, days
of leave, the resolution to join the Flying Corps,
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the days of instruction, his first crash—a ghastly

memory that even now made him shudder to think

how narrowly he had escaped death—and, lastly,

his orders to proceed overseas to replace a casualty.

The last thought stung him; he did not like the

idea of replacing a dead man. It was an ominous

beginning. Would he be more successful than his

forerunner, or was the sudden death on high re-

served for him also? The idea chilled him, and

fearful thoughts of " Archie," overwhelming odds

of the enemy, and his machine on fire descending

in a spinning nose-dive possessed him.

He pulled himself together and tried to drive his

mind in another direction. To which squadron

would he be sent? Would he find any of his old

friends there? What would his first job be? And

then his thoughts took that ghastly turn again, and

he was awakened from his reverie by a voice in-

forming him that his aeroplane was ready and his

gun awaited a trial before being fitted.

As he walked towards his machine a new feel-

ing of confidence took him in possession. He
tried the gun, inspected his maps, tried the con-

trols, settled himself comfortably in the dcat and

called "Contact." The roar of the ergine thor-

oughly brought him back to his old self, ivnd he felt

the equal to any Hun who flew. As he sped over

the aerodrome the feeling of confidence grew, and

by the time he was circling to get his height he

longed for his first confiict, and set his course for

France.

It was gloriously fine, and the feel of the air

gave him a joy of life which is only experienced by

airmen. The sun shone warm on his face, and his

pulse beat with the full vigour of youth. Far below
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The Storm

the country passed by like a map-^green fields,

dark woods and white, winding roads. As he sped
on he kept his eye fixed on the railway line which
was his goide, and his thoughts were the thoughts
of the air.

Presently the sun ceased to shine, and he
suddenly came upon thin, fleecy clouds, which
hindered his view of the earth and the guiding
rail, without entirely obscuring it. He descended
a few hundred feet to gain a clearer view, but the

sunshine was gone and the clouds cl(Mse above him
grew darker and gloomier. A few drops of rain

showed on his wind-screen, and suddenly a gust of

wind shook the machine and drove a cutting squall

of rain in his face. A minute later a fiercer cut was
felt, and he saw hailstones dropping in his lap
while his face smarted with the blows. Hastily
taking a compass bearing of his course, he pushed
up the nose of his machine and rose straight into

the cloud. Dark blackness surrounded him for a
few minutes, and then the air grew clearer, the
clouds grew fleecy, and a second later he emerged
again into the warm sunshine. Below him rolled a
mighty panorama of moving white billows, ap-

pearing exactly like animated cotton-wool. As
far as he could see no break appeared in the
sea of clouds, and he could only keep on his

compass course until a gap occurred, which
would enable him to see the ground and pick up
his bearings.

He kept steadily on, but the rolling clouds
showed no signs of breaking, so he resolved to keep
on his course for another half-hour, by which time
he estimated he should be near his destination,

when he could descend through the clouds, pick up
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his position, and finish his journey in the discom-

fort of the rainstorm.

A few minutes after he had taken this resolve

he felt a difference in the air, a softer feel, like the

feel of the sea, and concluded that he was oyer the

Channel. So far so good. His calculations were
correct, and provided he kept his course he should

arrive at his journey's end without mishap.

Meanwhile the clouds grew thicker, and a
sudden blinding light followed by a terrific roar

convinced him that he was in the midst of a
thunderstorm. A thunderstorm on earth is a ter-

rifying enough spectacle, but when one becomes the

centre of the turmoil it beggars description. To
add to the pilot's discomfort his compass began to

swing in an uncertain manner, and he realised that

as a guide it was now useless, having been thrown
out of ction by the lightning. E^low him the clouds

rolled and billowed like a rough sea, and blinding

flashes of flame, alternating with crashing peals of

thunder, showed him the progress of the storm.

The half-hour which he had allowed himself was
up, but it was useless to attempt to descend through

such an inferno. His compass was useless, and his

only way was to keep on as straight a line as

possible until he was able to get within sight of

earth, and then to pick up his bearings if possible,

or land and inquire his whereabouts.

By the time the storm had died away behind

him he had covered many miles, and at last, seeing

a gap in the clouds, he dived for it and came again

in sight of earth. He searched his map in a vain

effort to find his position, but could not recognise

the area over which he was flying. In the distance

was a large town, and for this he made, being sure
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that when over it he would be able to see some
feature of the country clearly marked on the map,
and so get on his courge once more.

A very few minutes sufficed to take him to the

town in question, and he circled round to look at it

thoroughly. Suddenly, without the slightest warn-

ing, his machine pitched violently, and a cloud of

smoke appeared a short distance to his side. Be-

fore he could make up his mind what this meant
another puff appeared a little closer, and again his

machine jerked against the controls. A third puff

right in front of him, and several holes in his

planes caused him to realise that he was being

shelled by "Archie," and he hastily sheered off

from the uncomfortable spot followed by the

venomous puffs of shells from a gun far below.

Where he was he still had not the faintest idea,

but he had seen quite enough to understand that he

was miles off his course and over enemy territory.

Realising that he was too far north, and knowing
that his compass was useless from the effects of

lightning, he turned sharp to the right and headed

as far as he could judge to the south, in the hope
of crossing the line and eventually descending at

a British aerodrome. He had got over the lines

sooner than he anticipated, and as he was not

exactly looking for trouble, thought that the nearest

route for safety was the best that he could follow.

He was not, however, to be allowed to proceed

along his course unmolested, and a spot hovering

above him caused him to understand that if he

would reach his lines in safety he would have to

fight for it. Hastily jamming on a drum of am-
munition—^he thanked his luck then that he bad
tried his gun before leaving England—^he watched
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for his foe to attadc. Though he coilM not yet
distiiigiiiBh the marks on the planes of the machine
above him, he knew withont the slightest doubt that
it was piloted by an enemy, and prepared to receive
it as such.

While he waited for the attack to begin he
wondered who his opponent might be. Was he
a pilot new to the game like himself, or was he a
veteran with a score of aerial combats to his credit?

His thoughts were cut short by the enemy
suddenly diving at him. By a great effort he
kept on his course for a fow seconds that seemed
like minutes, and then, when he judged the
right moment had come, wheeled round to the
left out of th>3 course of his foe. He saw the
machine shoot by, spurts of flame coming through
the propeller, and realised that for the present
he was safe. Below him the machine flat-

tened out and commenced to climb for another
attack. Now was the moment for him to become
the aggressor, and he wheeled and flew at the
Hun. Fifty yards away he pressed the trigger of
his Lewis and saw his opponent bank, side slip

and recover as he got out of the line of fire. Once
again he tried to climb to the attack, and again
was driven off; and then, either sickemng of the
attack or scenting an easie? victim, sLeered M and
retired into his own country. The pilot did not
follow. His one thought was to find where he was,
and land in safety at a British aerodrome.

During the combat he had again lost his direc-

tion, and could only guess that he was going
towards the lines by going in the opposite direction
to that taken by his late opponent.

At last he again sighted machines, and by
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their build knew them to be British. Whether
they were coming from their aerodromes or

returning after a raid he could not tell, but

noticing the excellent formation of their flight

decided that they must be proceeding on a raid,

so he continued in the opposite direction to their

line of flight. He had long ago discarded his

map as useless, but a river ahead of him caused

him to look at the map again, and at last he picked

up several landmarks and found himself. He was
miles over his destination, and far behind the lines

in the enemy's country. However, the knowledge
of his position cheered him up, and provided he

could cross the lines he now felt safe.

Thinking of his position brought to his mind
his petrol tanks, now nearing exhaustion, and all

the possibilities of a forced landing in the German
lines came home to him. As he pondered this pos-

sibility he saw many miles off the jagged lines of

trenches which he had known so well and hated so

cordially in days gone by. Now he thought of them
as » haven of refuge, and longed for the security

of a funk-hole. Would his supply of fuel last long

enough to enable him to cross thoi^ dirty black

marks and reach safety, or would he be forced to

descend within a few miles of his own countrymen?
His reverie was interrupted by the violent lurch

of his machine, which he this time at once recog-

ed as "Archie." Putting his nose down, twist-

and wLeeling like a snipe, he shamelessly bolted

for home. Those black jagged marks coming
momentarily nearer meant safety to him, and his

whole mind was possessed with the one idea of

crossing them before his petrol gave out or a stray

shot from the guns hit a vital spot and finished his
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carett before it had weU begmi. Each Mwond
eemed an age, and each shot seemed closer than
the hut, but Uttle by little he approached his goal,
nose down, engine thundering, the whole machine
flytag at a speed far in rivance of any fop which it
had been designed. Closer and closer he crept ; he
was nearly oyer, and "Archie " was already begin-
ning to slacken, when his engine gave a warning
splutter, misfired, picked up, and finaUy ceased to
flre.

Mechanically he watched the propeller slow
aown, and his mind almost ceased to act. To have
struggled so far and worked so hard to miss his
goal by inches! It was hard luck. Unseeingly he
passed over the trenches, so low that had he noticed
he might have seen the men ^vho were in them.He passed the support trenches and suddenly came
to himself with a jerk to realise that he was over
the trenches and safe. AU he had to do was land
Ahead wac a field which he thought he might just
reach. He cleared the hedge by inches, flattened
out, and bumped to a standstill within a few yu^
of its far boundary. He saw people coming towards
him, and pulled himaelf together to receive them.
He ITM dimly conscious of friendly voices inquiring
as to his damage, and smiled faintly to reassure
them before the strain and fatigue of the day over-
came him, and he allowed himself to fade off into a
peaceful and profound faint.
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CHAPTER XV
THE OBOWTH OF THB B.P.C.

It may not come amiss at this point to say a little

about the growth of the Air Serrice, from its
inception to the present time.

Before 1912 the Boyal Flying Corps as a distinct
unit did not exist, it being merely a unit of the
Boyal Engineers- -the Ballocn Company B.E. On
June 6, 1912, however, the authori^'es decided that
the time had come to commence .orming an Air
Service in earnest, and the Ball(M)n Company was
given the title of the Boyal Plying Corps, with
military and naval wing;^.

At that time very few aeroplanes were in pos-
session of the Government, and comparatively few
were in private hands, the militiuy authorities
specialising in dirif^ible airships of rather primi-
tive type, and a few ».f slightly better design bought
from foreign countries.

The first all-British airship to make anything
like a really successful flight was the famous
Nulli 8eoundm—ek most peifect imitation of a
flying sausage—which aroused wild cheers and
vast enthusiasm on its trial flight over Earn-
borough Common in the presence of crowds of
people and re^^resentatives of nearly every paper in
the British Islands. Later editions of the same
type followed, and q)ecimens of the ParaewU,
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Clement Bayard and Lehaudy were bought from
other countries. The naval authorities, too, buUtan au-ship to their own design—the iU-fated Jfajf/Iv
which broke its back before the trial trip. Kites
also were popular at this time, long strings of them
supporting a basket in which sat an observer who
ascended and descended along an iron cable
governing the velocity of his descent by means of a
brake on the winch.

The first aeroplane, as distinct from airship,
was built by the late Mr. F. 8. Cody when he wis
in the employ of the Government. It may also be
noted that the kites so largely used at one time

«tr.^
his design, so that he may be styled the

lather of British military aviation." Those who
witnessed the trials of his first heavier than air
machine on the Swan Plateau at Parnborough are
not hkely to forget it, with its numbers of tapes
tied to the struts and trailing edge of the planes
streaming out in the wind. This machine did
notlung more than taxi over the ground at a fair
speed, but when modifications were made it rosefrom the ground on several occasions, though
nothing like a really good flight was ever attaint.
It was not until Cody had ceased to be employed
by the Government that he produced a really
efficient machine, and it is to the everlasting dis
credit of those responsible that more help was not
given to him in the early days.

After this, when the possibility of flight in amachine designed in England was at last suffi-
ciently demonstrated to the authorities, aeroplanes
were acquired for the use of the R.F.cT and
stations were established in various parts of Great
Bntain-Faruborough, Montrose, Gosport and
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Lark HUl being the moet important. Machinei
were very acarce and of what wonld now be con-
sidered most primitiye type? Pew opportunities
were given to officers to learn to pilot these
precious aeroplanes-Farmans, Caudrons and
' ?f If^ '?' **^® °^°** part-and nearly all the
instractional work was done at civilian schools,
the Short School at Lark Hill being one of the
most popular, and supplying most of the pilots.
Later the Central Plying School was formed atUpavon, where both naval and military officers
received instruction before being passed into a
squadron for service.

On July 1, 1914, the Koyal Naval Air Servicewas formed, and ceased to be merely the navalwing of the Boyal Plying Corps. At this time,
however, and for some considerable time after-
wards, the Central Plying School continued to beused for both naval and military officers. Shortly
after this division the war broke out, and themfant services proceeded to prove their practical

It is interesting to note the performances of
machines with which the Corps was then equipped,and consider their performances compared with
those in use at the front at the present time. Per-haps the best machine then owned by the British^my was the BE., of which several types were in
nse^ This machine, fitted with a TOh.p. Renault
engine was capable of flying about 65 miles perhour at the best, and it is worth while noting thatvery few were fitted with this engine, the ^-h.p.

S^fwt^i''^ ^^^ ^ considerably higher numbers.Both the Henn and Maurice Parmans did ten milesan hour less, as did the Caudrons and Shorts.
lOI
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Thia ezhaniti the list of biplanes aied then by the
British Amy, but in addition they possessed a
few monoplanes of such types as Bleriot, Deper-
dussin, Flanders, Nienport and Martinisyde.

As regaris climb, 8,000 feet in ten minutes was
thought to be quite good, if not a yery startling
performance. The only machine haying any
degree of natural stability was the B.E., and such
points as fighting capacity were entirely neglected.
A machine flying at anything oyer 3,000 feet was
considered perfectly safe from gunfire, and as
there was no other method of offensiye in the air
the pilots of that period were practically safe as
long as the engine did not giye out. At the present
time, with machines being brought down from
20,000 feet by antiaircraft fire, and aerial fight-
ing reduced to a fine art with eyerything new
in the way of machine-guns and patent sights,
the lot of the pilot on actiye sendee is far from
pleasant.

In pre-war days much talk and a good deal of
thought was spent in considering the war possi-
bilities of the aeroplane, and the general conclu-
sion reached was that while the new arm would
be of incalculable assistance as a reconnoitring
force, its sphere of utility would end there, ^dth
the exception of possibly a little bombing as oppor-
tunity afforded. The yery fact that the ayerage
machine could not encompass a flight of more than
about three and a half hours, and had therefore
a radius of action of only about 130 miles, seemed
to preclude the possibility of organised bombing
raids on a large scale, and aerial fitting was
almost undreamt of, though experiments had been
carried out at Brooklands with a light gun fixed
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toan aeroplane. Mno the reUabiUtj of any enm leused waa w poor that machinei we^ Si«-

5

•tantly held up on that ^nnt '^*°* ^' ''

An^st'' m!f 'JL;:;*"*^
^^^'^ *^' "^^ ^'P*' *"-f^u^w, 1W.4, there were about one htin<ii.o.i

«2!S ^« * ^^^7 considerable additf
original Expeditionary Force.

noitre for the various armies and ren.

'

tion and movements of the enemy. Bmdoubt that the Corps largely helped tMons amy, and probably the wht
western front during the critical period

Ih^K ' \^^ "''* '^^ '«»• the aerorwho brought in confirmation of the
General Smith-Dorrien was faced bv . >t

three whole Army Corps, it is po. V'tC

pronawy the whole aspect of the war wonlr* *-

sance work they also took on themselTes themwhng for their artiUeiy-hence, ina^J^''the minenw snperioritj of the ene«^g^7'
the early days. Not orly were thdr^^«more numeron,, bat they had atao betto ^STT"
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reliable engines, and a larger and more highly
trained personnel.

About the beginning of 1916 the B.F.G. began
to receive some of the new types of machines, and
at once began to assert their superiority oyer the
enemy. Aerial combats were by this time becom-
ing common, if not the everyday experiences they
were to become shortly. In reply to our new types
^he Qermans brought out the famous Fokker, and
brought down a considerable number of our aero-
planes before the pilots had realised the manoeuvre
by which it was achieved. The Fokker was an
obvious imitation of the Morane monoplane as
used by the French, but it was specially strength-
ened in order to fit it for the special form of attack
practised by the pilots of these machines, as
described on page 65. Large numbers of our
machines were destroyed in this manner, until
British pilots realised that the attack was always
managed in exactly the same way, and took steps
to amend their own flying.

With the advent of the F.E. type of machine
the British swept the Germans off the whole of *^he

battle front, and by the autumn of 1916 it wa» an
exceedingly rare occurrence to see a German
flyer over the line.

The autumn of 1916, too, saw the advent of yet
another form of aerial warfare—the contact patrol,
in which low-flying machines assisted the infantry,
reporting every small movement of the enemy, and
even flying close over the trenches, helped to
demoralise them by means of machine-gun fire.

The struggle for air supremacy still continues

;

at one time the enemy produces a machine which
is superior to anything the Allies can put against
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the most minute details of trench work far more
accurately than they can be seen by the hnman
eye, fighting singly and in grand aerial battles in
which as many as a hundred machines have been
engaged, artillery observation of the highest
accuracy, enabling long-range guns to fire at in-

visible objects and have the results of each shot
signalled to them by wireless almost as soon as
the explosion takes place, to supplement infantry
in driving the enemy out of trenches by
machine-gun fire—^in fact, in almost every way in
which any branch of the army can make itself

felt. The R.F.C. has even usurped the place of
the A.B.C. by carrying stores into Kut

!

Will the war of the future be entirely waged
by the men and machines of the air?

^i'
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CHAPTEB XVI

BACK TO BLIGHTr

Site's ^fm "'t''t
"^^ ^''^ ««°^^ °^ileB Off hetnonght of httle else but getting within ranee of

^art^r'?'^'
^^"' *^^^"« di^retion thTlTtterpart of valonr opened out his engine and headedfor home. Unfortunately for him, howe^r h^h^

httle fighting scout, rapidly overhauled the G^man machine. At last, seeing that Tscar^ ™hopele^ the Boche turned and manceu^^n^
SUane^"inS

"^'^''^'- ^' ^^ ^ ^^^ef^XDipiane, and was soon outgeneralled bv hX

watYMn"^^?'
the British pilot was so engaged in

Ty^ for*nofif;;! '""I
^*^^^ ^"° ^«" thafKeyes for nothing else, or he would have sepnX

approach of another machine at a hiXr StiJud«When this aeroplane was a thousand ^t ter ttBntish one, it suddenly dived and loos^ off f

m^ awaT^fl*^^" ^^« B^^t-^^ttc:luwie aware of the presence of his enemy by a
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The Royal Flying Corps in the War
sudden sharp dart of pain in his 1^. He saw his
adversary dive out of range far below, reiOised
what had happened, and decided to turn for home.
One leg was helpless, and he was losing blood
rapidly, but he could manage his machine and
hoped to last out.

Once he sighted an enemy 'plane in the distance,
but it did not attack, and gradually he neared the
line. He was growing weaker, and the pain in his
leg grew greater, but he set his teeth and deter-
mined to stick it.

At ^jngth he saw his aerodrome in the distance,
the hangars showing as tiny specks thousands of
feet below, and he throttled down his engine to
descend. Lower and lower he came until the
aerodrome was just beneath him. He could hardly
la«t out any longer, but force of habit made him
turn into the wind and land. He had a dim notion
of shutting off his engine and flattening out, and
then the pain and weakness overcame him, and
he drifted into the unknown.

His companions at the aerodrome had seen him
land, and thou^t there was nothing wrong. He
had landed properly up-wind—perhaps the land-
ing was just a trifle bumpy—and run along until
the machine stopped. Mechanics ran out to start
up his engine again and bring the aeroplane in,
and naturally the pilot remained in his seat to
manipulate the controls. It was only when the
mechanic called out " Switch joff" to the pilot and
received no answering assurance, that he looked
round. The pilot's face, hidden in cap and mMk,
betrayed nothing, but the limp figure hangiof for-
ward in the nacelle and the blood trickling from
the machine told their tale, and very soon the
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Sg^Jifted from hi. «»t and ptaced *t
Brtpor, lor he opened hi. eye. and.SCWhat hM mrronnding companion., Mi^ "A^I
jwapwd into nncouMlonMieM. NatnraUr hi.
(eUow-offl-er. conclnded that he hJTmS ol
^^^^^J^*^ """ »<>* '»^'»%wwrwara. that it had been a fight aialnM odd.

Deepite the jolting of the inbnCf he didnot wake again nntU hi. wonnd haSX^'i^
uig Conw nroally min the Dreadng Station towU^urfantiymen flrrt go on belng%omdS tothe trencheg. He loolied around and trl^Tmo™toto a more comfortable podtion, bnt^^TU. leg reminded him of what bM h«,Z^d
" &tto^1^. B ^"!'"*"'"'- The pUot nnlled

wo^rbe aoS-^"trisL:^7iLT.d"iTt

;;vni€iiwlU that be?" he asked.
Uh, in four op five days' time, I emect Wa

^.r^x^r^'' " «>- ^^be oT:

He looked aronidd him for the onmfr.^^M^W w»d of which he Z « oJT"^*
^h^ "f "» rtone floor, whltew.rt.ed SSliano bnied window, of the old town nrinn »™a 1.0.pltal. Hardly cheering, yeT^^t'^SS iw
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The Royal Flying Corps in theWar
if nothing else. From patients suffering with

minor troubles and nerves, who were able to be up
and about, he heard more details of the place; of

the cobbled yard surrounded by high stone walls

and iron-barred windows, wherein they took exer-

cise ; of the solitary confinement cells now used as

store-rooms, and the huge gates and flanking

towers, showing the devices for fixing and lower-

ing portcullis and drawbridge, and the remains

of the moat, for, in earlier times, before the place

became a prison, it had been one of the forts de-

fending the town hard by. Fort, prison, hospital

;

the old grey walls could tell many a story.

Slowly the days passed—days in which the sole

events were the painful dressings of his wound,

and the agony of a chance touch of the broken

bone. These were the happenings by which the

hours were counted, if we except his anxiety with

regard to his kit, which at length had arrived

safely.

At last one evening the welcome news came that

a hospital train would leave for the base next day,

and wild excitement reigned in the officers' ward.

Getting to the base was the first real step for

Blighty—^that magic place which is so hard to

reach. Two others were marked for the base, and
next morning all three were placed on the stretchers

of the ambulance, and bumped over the pav4 to the

station. The agony of those cobbled roads to

broken bones is horrible. Be the driver ever so

careful, every bump causes the fractured bones to

grate and the patient to groan, but all rides have

an end.

Eventually the station was reached, and an-

other move was made into the waiting train, the

no
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pilot being placed on a lower beirfch and warmly
covered with blankets, a cradle keeping the weight
of the clothes off his injured leg. All around him
were other officers, sitting or lyinc about the ward
—for the carriage was one hkrge ward—and
through the corridor could be seen a vision of more
bunks, one over the other, crowded with men
broken in the war, whilst up and down moved the
figures of nurses, doctors and orderlies. Some of

the men near him were sitting up playing cards;
they were class three, or sitting cases, and con-

sisted chiefly of ''nerves." He, of course, was a
stretcher case, and deserving of every attention.

On the wall beside him he noticed the letters

G.E.B., and idly wondered if he had ever travelled

in the old coach in England before its dividing
walls were knocked down to make one large room,
and it was moved from its native East Anglia to

the fields of France.
The train at last moved off, and as he lay there

speculating, the nurse, whom he had seen moving
among the recumbent figures, approached him,
placed a thermometer in his month and took his

wrist ^'u her fingers. She noted down the results,

asket him if he was comfortable, and moved on to

the next. A doctor passed and gave him a smile,

and continued his round; he had many patients

and no time to waste on those who did not imme-
diately need his professional skill. Soon another
nurse approached, not to take temperatures, but
bringing an armful of books and magazines to

while away the time, for hospital trains tiftvel

slowly for the Mike of their patients.

The next incident on the journey was lunch.

Having ascertained that he could manage to eat
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something, an orderly presented him with a flat
board to act as a table, and a cnp of sonp to
commence with. In due course he received a
civiliaed meal, weU cooked and seemin^y im-
possible to produce on a hospital train. However,
it was there, and was eaten, and afterwards he
fell asleep.

When he awoke the train was at a stand-
still, and the sitting cases were already leaving.
His turn came at last, and he was again placed
on a stretcher, carried in front of an ofllcer
who referred to a Uet, and without delay named
him for a certain hospital. There was no bustle,
no confusion; everyone knew his business and
everything ran smoothly. He was placed with
others in an ambulance and whirled away out
of the station, up the hiU, and flnaUy arrived
at the base hospital—or rather a hospital forming
one of a group at the base.

At the hospital the same order and lack of
confusion was noticed as elsewhere, and the pilot
was carried straight upstairs, placed in bed again
and made comfortable. He learnt that this par-
ticular hospital was run by an En^shwoman who
had married an American engaged in the produc-
tion of munitions. All patients, whether officers
or "other ranks," who came under her care were
given the best of everything. The pilot was
astonished to receive a dinner such as he would
expect in a London hotel, but hardly hoped to findm a hospital at the front. He waa asked by the
head waiteiv~for one could hardly call him an
orderly—what he would drink. This was such a
surprise—used as he had been in the Oleariiig
Station to cold water-that he gave no answer,
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,

and WM promptly roppUed with some exceUent
white wine. Altogether he had landed in clover

Prewntly a doctor appeared, not to inspect hit
newly ^ssed wounds, bnt to " hate a look at

^:L^^ *°l^
*^^ P""** ***** ^« ^^«ld go oyer to

Blighty in a few days, when he had rested from
his long journey in the train, as it would not hurthim to travel, and they were expecting a large
convoy of wounded who would fill every available
bed, for at this time the second phase of the Battle
Of the Somme was commencing. Thus cheered up
the pilot feU into a dose-there were three other
Deds in the ward, but the occupants were all np—
and was only awakened by the day sister going^
duty and visiting him to see if all was weU. Then
his fellow patients turned in, and the night sister
arrived. He had a vision of a sweet face, fuU ofsympathy and tenderness; a face untouched by the
profesmoniU^ hardness acquired by some nurses,
but not lacking in firmness; her small hands were
slender yet capable-altogether she seemed the
J^ry perfection of nurses. SmaU wonder, then,
that he slept easily, and smUed in his sleep when
she visited him on her rounds. He awoke early,
and found her huey near him.

That day passed as in a dream; he only Uved
for two things-Blighty and the night. He may
have been very impressionable in his state of
health, but at times he thought he would prefer
to remain in France and not go back to Blighty
But alas for his hopes ; that evening a large convoj
arrived

; the sick jmd wounded filled the hospital-
even the floor was covered with improvised beds
and stretehers, and doctors and nurses hurried
about, easing pain where possible or dulling it
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with the MDM-Bliirriiig tjringd. When the pretmut
had eased a little the aiater in charge came in to
hiu with labels; one she fixed to the eoterlet of
hie bed, two oth^s the left bj his chart. Bhe said
nothing, bnt smiled to him.

« What are yon labelling me for, Bister? " he
asked.

'' Oh ! You're for Blighty some time to-morrow
morning. The boat may leave any time between
five and nine o'clock.'^ Still smiling, she left him.

When at last he was really bonnd for home
in a few hours' time, all lingering doubts as to
whether nurse and France were better soon
Tanished. When the night sister came on duty he
received her with a beaming smile, very diffoent
from the sentimental grin he had ]^«viously
bestowed on her. Blighty was best—bett^ than
all things.

He was rather excited that night and seemed
unlikely to sleep, so his divinity showed hw prac-
tical side by giving him aspirin and hot milk, and
he soon went off. Next morning he was awakened
early, and foui^d an orderly waiting to help on his
tunic.

" What's up now? " he demanded.
'^'^Ambulance's waiting, sir," replied the man,

and it needed little more to persuade him to don
his tunic, even though he was labelled frcmi either
dioulder strap like a piece of luj^age. He was
placed on a stretcher once more, well wrapped up,
bade a fond adieu to the fair night sister, and was
whirled away through the cold morning mist to
the waiting hospital ship. He was carried on
board, and stretcher and all was lowered into the

vessel.

««4
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The eroMdng wm luckilj fine, and the Journey
aimilar in many req^ecto to that on the train.

England waa reached mt laat, and he was gently
traneferred from the ship to a waiting train, and
carried np to London. On the Jonm^ he wae
inipected l^ a Medical OfBcer, and marked down
for a certain place. When the train finally

•itopped at London, he waa won placed once more
in the waiting ambulance and taken to the hoe-
pital. The waiting crowd that aaeembles to watch
the unloading of hospital trains cheered noisily;

they threw cigarettes, chocolates and flowers into

the open ambulance; men raised their hats and
women threw kisses. He was taken to a la^e
London hospital, with long wards and sym*
metrical^ arranged beds, and here, surrounded fay

companions of all regiments from many parts €i

the line, he prepared for a long rest. A wound like

his wotdd take some months to heal, and there he
would stay until able to walk a littie.

• • • • • v
Three months later he left the hospital and, by

train uid boat, journeyed to Osborne, the home of

Queen Victoria in the Isle of Wi^t, which was
presented as a convalescent home to the Army and
Navy hy King Edward VII. He was surprised to

find it looking so little like a hospitid. Except for

the Bed Cross flying from the central tower, there

was nothing to show what it was. He was re-

ceived at the door by a lady dressed in white, who
showed him upstairs to his bedirom. From her

manner he guessed she was the . 'vtron, thouf^
she did not wear the grey uidform uid red ci^pe

and culh to which he w&s accustomed. Downstairs

he met other olficers, mostly looking hale and wdl»
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though » few llro" ' on cratchei; in the nnoking-
room were others reading and talking; from the
bilUardroom came the click of baUn; nowhere did
he see an orderly, nowhere a nniformed nnrw.
The whole place resembled a West-End dab
faroured 1^ officers of both services. He dined in
a manner which reminded him that he was oif
hospital diet again, and finally went up to his
room, undressed, and sat in a dressing-gown
before the fire to mnse. Decidedly Osborne was a
good place to come to.

Next day he was able to see outside the place.
Below the front of the building the gardens
descended, terrace on terrace, each with its foun-
tains and statues. Sheltered recesses with ea^
chairs encouraged the conyalescents out of doors,
and all around stretched a wide-spreading park.
Trees of dilTerent climates f'^ri8hed in the mild
B^t and up a fine specimen of a cork tree ran a
«quirrel. In the distance, at the end of a long
Avenue, sparkled the sea, grey-blue in the autumn
sunshine. He was not strong enough yet to go on
to the golf links, but he could see others playing
a round. The whole place had an air of peace and
quietness, a complete rest from all to do with the
war, and the atmosphere had a sweet softness
about it that was good to lungs so long accustomed
to the smell of iodine and ether.

There" was a room specially set apart for such
as he—a chamber full of many weird appliances
for restoring wasted muscles, and in here for an
hour a day strength was gradu^ly m)^bed back
into his injured leg. Each day he could wait
better, a-'d he soon got as far as the sea uid into
the lovely woods which border it.
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Oor«t, near l^, wm his next eifort-a UtUe
toira of dirty, narrow itreets, prewntiiig few
attractiona except a Knall and poor Unema. Hay-
ing Men €k>wee he preferred to keep to the groundi.
play bUUardi and read. Priendt vWted him, and
as he grew stronger he viiited other parts of the
island.

Two or three times a week the House Ooyemor
and his assistant held medical boards and nam-
bers of the Inmates were sent off, cured, for a few
weeks' leave before rejoining their units. At last
his turn came and he was sent off for a month's
Iea?e. A subsequent board at the end of that time
passed him fit for Ught duty, and in due course he
reported at the War Office, after haying been sick
for nearly eight months.
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THB FxrruBB or AvunoN

Immbnsb m have been the strides that flyiDg has

made during the last few years—especially since

August, 1914—the future abounds with many
possibilities so far undiiinat of as well as devdop-

ments along expected and normal lines. It is

impossible to place any limit on the developments

of such a means of locomotion, speed, and general

utility as the aeroplane has already become, and

it is equally impossible to prophesy the limits to

which its uses may be applied.

Probably the first development which may be

expected will be along the lines of rapid com-

munication between one part of the world and

another, and it is fairly safe to aHfiam<! that the

postal authorities of the Powers will be among the

first to make use of this method of communication.

At present it takes at least three weeks for a letter

to be delivered in India from the time of its posting

in England, but with aeroplanes, flying at the very

moderate speed of 100 miles an hour, the time

should be reduced to a very few days, and with the

developments which are possible we may live to

hear of the inauguration of a daily mail to many

of our colonies.

Aerodromes along the trade rout«« will be the

first problem to tackle, for the most perfect of

machines must land at times to replenish its

ii8
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npply of fuel, and the moit enduring of pilots

feeli the etraln of flying for Mreral honra on end.

Thii ehould prove no difficulty m regardi com-

munication with moet parta of the earth ; but cer-

tain places, such as New Zealand, many miles

away from the next land will have to be thought

of in f^ different manner.

Seaplanes have amply demonstrated their

ability to alight even on a fairly rough sea, but

the question of petrol storage depots and re-

pair parks must not be overlooked. On land

this will be a perfeei^ simple matter, for at

each aerodrome supplies of fuel and oil can be

stored and a few mechanics be stationed to look

after any machines which may land and under-^

take any small repairs that may be necessary, bt

at sea is this possible? The fate of the unfortunate

postman who has a forced descent at sea through

lack of petrol or through some minor defect to his

machine, miles away from any land and off the

track of the steamship routes, is terrible to con-

template, for even the most experienced airman

is Uable to these things, and shipwreck can hardly

be considered a fair aviator's risk. Perhaps the

difficulty may be overcome by inaugurating a

system of depot ships along the air routes, each

ship equipped with wireless to receive the S.O.S.

of any shipwrecked aviator, and a few mechanics

to repair the damages which prevent the machine

from continuing Its journey.

Weight again Is a serious consideration when

thinking of an aerial post. We read of huge liners

being lost with thousands of bags of mails on

board; no aeroplane yet built would carry 100

bags, though possibly this, is merely a thing to
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await for in the natural coorBe of events. Again,
the greater frequency of the mail would i^iminiiy^

the number of bags to be carried at one time,
though the frequency of trs^iL. ii would probably
cause a greater amount o- correspcnco^nce to be
written. We may confidenOy issert, h» wever, that
the weight difficulty will ht iji'Tconie jefore many
years have passed.

Reliability is another factor which needs con-
sideration. The essential factors of a mail service
are speed and reliability. Speed we may safely
assume to be one of the appurtenances of the
future. Will reliability also figure largely in the
aerial service to come? At present many thou<'

sands of miles are flown for every forced landing,
and the average grows greater daily. Witness the
number of miles flown per fatal accident. In 1908
the rate was about 300 miles for each life. By
1910 the mileage had increased ten times, and at
present it is safe to assume, from figures issued
by the American Qovernment, that at least 500,000
miles are flown for each death; this, of course,
does not incluue casualties due to the war,
though it does include deaths while training,
deaths which will decrease largely in numbers
when the necessity for a huge and hurried
outpnt of pilots ceases to exist. Under these
conditions it is safe to assume that aerial

transport will be reliable enough for the mail of
the future.

Gost needs consideration also. At present it

would be absolutely impossible to carry letters by
air at the rate at which they are carried by train
and sea, and it is very doubtful whether it will be
possible to do so in the future. For the aeritA
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post to be a financial gnccess it would be necesiapy

to charge at a high rate for the transmiasion of

letters—a rate which would also preclude the

possibility of the voluminous letter-writer flooding

the post with letters which would occupy valuable

space. Ordinary mails and parcels would continue

to be carried by train and mail-boat, but those

letters which were of great importance and

urgency could be carried by the aerial post. By
this means business matters would receive atten-

tion much sooner than could otherwise be

arranged, to the benefit of the people concerned

and the country generally.

Apart from the postal side of the question, the

travel view-point must be considered. In these

days thousands are deterred from broadening their

outlook on account of the difficulties attendant on

moving from one place to another. Changes,

especially with baggage, long joameys by night

with their accompanying discomforts, wearisome

hours in stuffy railway carriages, the awful sensa-

tions of sea-sickness, and the many other discom-

forts endured by the traveller of these days will

be dispensed with. A jouiiiey will be made

without changing at many junctions, the traveller

will not be worried with constant fears as to the

safety of his baggage, and the time will be spent

in the fresh air with the whole earth being rolled

l^ in an immense panorama below. One difficulty

which arises is that in connection with the Cus-

toms officials of the countries passed over, but

doubtless international legislation will soon find

a means of surmounting this by no means Infor-

mountable difficulty.

Sport, pleasure, business, warfare—all wOl

lai

.
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find their arena in he air. The rales for trayel

will need altering, as well as those pertaining to

the more strenuous pleasures of life. Even in

these days of comparative freedom in the upper

regions coUisioiis are not unheard of, and in the

time to come, with the air as full of aeroplanes as

the streets are full of taxicabs at the present time,

one must expect to hear of many fatalities. Before

such happenings become generid the rules of the

air will need revision. I say revision, for it is not

generally realised that rules do exist at the present

time governing the movements of meeting

machines, and that all is not left to the impulses

of individual pilots. B[ipling in one of his stories

tells of air lanes—different levels which are to

be kept by different types of machines. Doubt-

less this is the most feasible method of over-

coming the traffic difficulty, and we shall speak

of the 5,000-foot level as being reserved for

the mail-planes, th? 7,000-foot level as the

place where one proceeds to take an airing, with

higher or lower levels reserved for the cargo-

plane, the aerial-taxi, or the sporting sin^e-

seater.

Landing-places present a very real difficulty at

present, when the average machine needs a fairly

level place at least 200 yards long in which to rise

and land in safety. Common landing-grounds

would partly solve the difficulty, but only partly.

The real solution to the problem lies in the hdio-

copter, or some other device for enabling a machine

to rise and land almost in the perpendicular.

Thus, instead of being dropped at one's door, the

landing will be effected on the housetop, and
crowds of machines will be seen rising from the
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housetops of Mayfair—or wherever the society

locality lies in those dayo—when the fashionable

hour arrives.

The aerial policeman of the future will doubt-

less be a busy man, and will need to be a first-rate

pilot if he is to stop the flight of fugitives from

justice or the smuggling which will be so eMily

managed in the early days, and preserve the rule

of the road whilst taking the numbers of machines

which are flying at the wrong levels to the danger

of the public. Certificates must be granted to all

those who wish to drive their own machine, and

would-be pilots must be rigorously examined be-

fore licences are issued, and at frequent intervals

in order to ensure their absolute fitness to fly a

machine. EventuaUy, doubtless, the .aeroplane

will be managed so simply and safely that this

examination will become unnecessary, but under

present conditions the rule must be rigorously

enforced.

It is impossible to say to what lengths flying

may be carried in the future. As a sporting

machine nothing in the world beats an aeroplane,

and its reputation in this respect is not likely to

decrease. Even now, many times, hares have been

shot from machines flying low, and if hares, why

not partridges and pheasants? What can be more

exciting than the prospect of following » gaggle

of geese into their own element, and securing a

bag which would make the best shot of these days

blush with shame.

War of the future, too, will almost cer-

tainly be waged in the aii in entirety. Aerial

blockades, aerial bombardments, aerial barrages

—all these will form espential manoeuvres in
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the next war. Hare we not eeen their adfent in
the present utrnggle?

Mftnj problenu confront aviation in the years
to come, but the victory for the aeroplane ia

asrared, and q>eed, mobility and low coat at pro-
duction with a high degree of reliability are sore
to win in the end.
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